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Resumen 
El Efecto Topográfico en la Densidad de la Cubierta Vegetal en un Paisaje 

Árido del SE de España 
El seguimiento de las tendencias en la condición de la tierra es un aspecto crucial en el 

desarrollo de sistemas de vigilancia de la desertificación. La densidad de las cubiertas vegetales y 

su estructura espacial constituyen propiedades útiles para su utilización como índices a fines de 

seguimiento, ya que por un lado, son muy dinámicas y experimentan cambios a escalas de tiempo 

parecidas a la desertificación, y por otro, son relativamente fáciles de registrar por técnicas de 

teledetección. 

El objetivo general del trabajo es el desarrollo de procedimientos para evaluar propiedades 

de vegetación con implicaciones sobre la degradación de la tierra, tales como la densidad y la 

estructura espacial, utilizando técnicas de teledetección. La hipótesis concreta de este trabajo es 

como afectan las formas del relieve la distribución espacial de la cubierta vegetal. La prueba de la 

hipótesis fue lograda a través del estudio de las características particulares del área de estudio y 

el uso de los datos espaciales en formato digital que describen la topografía y la densidad de la 

cubierta vegetal. 

La Cuenca de Tabernas en el SE de España peninsular (1100 km2) fue seleccionada como 

área de trabajo representativa del paisaje bajo un clima mediterráneo semiárido. La fuente original 

de datos topográficos fue un Modelo Digital de Elevaciones (DEM) calculado a 30m de resolución 

para el área seleccionada. De este DEM fueron derivadas 9 variables topográficas, que indican 

procesos relevantes para la redistribución de agua y sedimentos en el paisaje. Estas variables, 

junto con el DEM, fueron utilizadas para generar una regionalización que divide el área de estudio 

en clases que representan configuraciones topográficas del terreno (clases topográficas). A 

continuación el NDVI fue calculado utilizando las bandas 3 y 4 del Landsat TM. Posteriormente, un 

conjunto de análisis no paramétricos fueron aplicados para analizar la relación entre las clases del 

terreno y la cantidad de la cubierta vegetal en cada clase (imagen NDVI). Los resultados muestran 

que las partes altas del terreno tienen tiene mayor densidad de vegetación que las medias y bajas, 

y a su vez las medias tienen mayor densidad que las partes bajas pero menos que las altas. En 

otras palabras la densidad de vegetación muestra una distribución sistemática a lo largo de la 

ladera, lo cual implica que la distribución espacial esta relacionada con las clases topográficas. 

Las relaciones resultantes se repitieron en la misma zona dividida en tres niveles para comprobar 

si el efecto altitudinal es un factor determinante de la densidad de la cobertura vegetal. Sin 

embargo, los resultados volvieron a coincidir con los anteriores. Finalmente, se realizó una visita 

de campo para confirmar los resultados obtenidos de la imagen NDVI, y para comprobar los 

valores anormales del NDVI y los cambios del uso del suelo que tuvieron lugar entre 1996-2002.  
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Summary 
 

Effect of Topographic Landforms on Vegetation Cover Density in Arid 
Landscape of the SE of Spain  

 

Following land tendency is a crucial aspect in the development of desertification monitoring 

systems. The density of the vegetation cover and its spatial structure constitute motivating 

properties in order to use as indices at the end of the tendency following. These properties of 

enormous important that permit to test changes at time scales similar to desertification, and on the 

other hand are relatively easy to record through remote sensing techniques. 

The general objective of the research work was to develop procedures in order to evaluate 

the vegetation properties with implications over land degradation such as the density and the 

spatial structure of the vegetation cover, utilizing remote sensing techniques. The new indices 

departed from a concrete hypothesis that is: Do relief forms (terrain classes) affect the density of 

vegetation cover distribution? Answering that question was achieved through studying the 

particular characters of the study area under consideration and the using of the digital form spatial 

available data that includes that describe the topography and the vegetation cover density in that 

area.  

The Tabernas Basin was selected as the representative site of the work, an area of about 

1100 km2 that represent an arid environment. In that area we calculated the DEM through which 

we derived the topographic variables of the area. Then we realized a Numerical Taxonomy 

classification (NT) on the terrain attributes (raster overlays) to produce a subset of classes named 

as physiographic classes (topographic classes). After that, the NDVI of the area was calculated 

using the bands 3 & 4 of the Landsat TM. Afterward, a group of nonparametric statistical analysis 

was realized to analysis the relation between the terrain classes and the amount of the vegetation 

cover in each class (NDVI image). The results revealed that upper parts of the terrain possess 

more vegetation cover than mid and low ones, and mid parts possess more vegetation cover 

density than low parts but less than upper ones. In other words, the vegetation density shows a 

systematical distribution a long the hillslopes, which implies a clear relation between the spatial 

distribution of the vegetation cover density and the topographic landforms. The resulted relation 

was replicated over the same area but after dividing it to three levels in order to check whether 

altitude effect is a controlling factor in determining the vegetation cover density. However the 

results return again to agree with the above results. Finally, a field visit was realized to validate the 

results obtained from the NDVI image values, in order to check for the abnormal values of the 

NDVI and the changes in landuse took place through the 1996 until the 2002. 
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Résumé 
 

L'effet de la Topographie sur la Densité de la Couverture Végétal dans un 
Paysage Aride du SE de l'Espagne 

 
Le suivi des tendances da la condition de la terre est un aspect crucial dans le 

développement des systèmes de vigilance de la désertification. La densité des couverts végétales 

et leurs structures spatiales constituent des propriétés utiles pour leur utilisation comme des 

indices de suivi. D'une part, ils sont d'un coté très dynamiques et subissent des changements á 

une échelles du temps semblables á la désertification, et pour l'autre parte, sont relativement facile 

d'enregistrer par des techniques de télédétection. 

L'objectif général du travail est le développement de procédures pour évaluer les propriétés 

de la végétation avec des implication sur la dégradation des terres, telesque la densité et la 

structure spatiale en utilisant des techniques de télédétection. L'hypothèse concrète de ce travail 

est que les formes du relief affectent la distribution spatiale de la couverture végétal. L’essai des 

hypothèse a été réalisé á travers l'étude des caractéristiques particulières du secteur d'étude et 

l'utilisation de l'information spatiales en format numérique décrivant la topographie et la densité de 

la couvertures végétale.  

Le bassin de Tabernas dans le SE d'Espagne péninsulaire (1100 km2) a été sélectionné 

comme le secteur de travail représentatif du paysage sous climat méditerranéen semi-aride. La 

source d'information topographique est le Modéle Numérique d'Altitudes (DEM) calculé á 30m de 

résolution. De ce DEM, ont dérivé 9 variables topographiques, qui indiquent des processuss 

relevantes pour la redistribution d'eau et des sédiments dans le paysage. Ces variables, depain 

avec le DEM, a été employé pour produire une régionalisation qui divise la zone d'étude en 

classes qui représentat les configurations topographiques du terrain (classes topographiques). 

Ensuite, le NDVI a été calculé en employant les bandes 3 et 4 du Landsat TM. Postérieurement, 

un ensemble d'analyses non paramétriques a été employé pour analyser la relation entre les 

classes du terrain et la quantité de couverture végétale dans chaque classe (image NDVI). Les 

résultats montrent que les parties hautes du terrain ont une plus élevée densité de végétation que 

la parties moyennes et les basses. Autrement, la densité de végétation montre une distribution 

systématique le long de la pente, ce qui implique que la distribution spatiale est liée aux classes 

topographiques. Les relations résultantes ont été répétées dans la même zone divisée en trois 

nivaux pour vérifier si l'effet altitudinal est un facteur déterminant dans la densité du couvert 

végétal. Néanmoins, les résultats coïncidé avec les précédentes. Finalement, une visite de terrain 

a été faite pour confirmer les résultats obtenues de l'image NDVI, et pour vérifier les valeurs 

anormales du NDVI et les changements de d'utilisation du sol qui a eu lieu entre 1996-2002. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
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1. General introduction  

1.1. Background  

At the end of the nineteenth century and with the beginning of the twentieth century great 

environmental changes have accompanied the rapid population growth and the enormous 

technology development, which had affected the world in general (global warming, destruction of 

ozone layer, destruction of the world’s biodiversity, etc.) and caused a specific deterioration in 

other restricted parts of the world (i.e. dry lands) such as land degradation and desertification.  

Arid environment and dry lands (in this work we refer to arid environments and drylands as 

synonyms), which consist of distinct groups of sub-environments (arid, semiarid and sub-humid) 

conclude more than 35% of the global terrestrial part of the world, forming a highly significant 

global environment. This part of the world is of enormous sensibility (i.e. fragile structure) in which 

phenomena such as desertification and land degradation is capable to cause severe deterioration 

and destruction to these environments, taking into account fragile lands when degraded, recovery 

was slow or did not occur (Dregne, 1983). Dryland climates are prone to unusually high levels of 

variability (particularly the high level of variability in rainfall) through both time and space (Balling, 

2002). This extreme variability makes it difficult to clearly identify the human impacts on the local 

and regional climatic variations (patterns). The causes of these patterns vary from natural effects to 

human-induced ones, which as a whole affect the atmosphere of dry lands. 

In the preface of their book Millington and Pye (1994) mentioned that at a time when 

environmental change is at the forefront of much biogeographical and geomorphological research 

it is timely to focus on drylands for two reasons. Firstly, under many scenarios of global warming it 

is predicted that large parts of the earth’s drylands, and their marginal areas, will become drier. 

Secondly, human-induced environmental changes are inevitable in the earth’s drylands because 

they house over 10% of the world’s population. On the other hand, it seems evident that some 

probable climatic conditions, normally most dry ones, can have important repercussions on the 

vegetation cover and hydrological and erosive systems; mainly in fragile environments. This 

explains why if we are able to predict the form of these effects, we will be able to plan strategies to 

follow before the possible changes take place (Puigdefábregas, 1992). In other words, predicting 

and understanding the desertification is the first step in land use planning to combat desertification.  

At the ends of the last century desertification (i.e. land degradation of drylands in present 

day terminology) has become a major environmental issue in scientific, political and even popular 

circles (Brandt & Thornes, 1996). The term desertification captures a sense of moving deserts, 

drying lakes and starving people; of impeding or actual crisis. In view of the global implications of 
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desertification, more than 25 % of the earth’s land surface and 250 million people are affected 

(UNCED, 1992). On the other hand, land degradation involves the reduction of the renewable 

resources potential by one or a combination of processes acting on land (Sombroed et al., 2002). 

Such processes could be natural-induced (such as natural process of erosion, natural change in 

the base level of river catchments, natural invasion by noxious plants or animals) or human-

induced (either directly on the terrain or indirectly through man-induced adverse climatic change). 

Technological development in the last century triggered much of life forms in all over the 

world, leading to a revolutionary change in land use practices. In the Mediterranean basin, 

changes in land use patterns over the last few decades, such as abandoning of agricultural fields 

or over exploiting of water resources; have raised concern about the risks of land degradation and 

desertification (Brandt & Thornes, 1996).  

The geological and geomorphological conditions of the land terrain determine relief patterns 

and water circulations in the landscape. The vegetation and, in many cases, the human activities, 

appear to be associate to these patterns (Puigdefábregas, 1993). Landscape evolution depends on 

especial relations among its elements (Cantón, 1999). The study of the associations between geo-

forms, soils, and vegetation makes estimations that allow conceiving the landscape as an 

integrated unit and solely leading to a structural description of its component (Cantón, 1999). 

Landscape function is the interaction among the landscape elements that involves the flow of 

energy, materials, water and species among the elements (Whisenant, 1993). Our approach of 

studying landscape structure consists of studying some aspects of its present state, which provides 

indicators of its potential evolution.  

To understand and predict the changes that affect the landscape in the long term it is 

necessary, primarily, to represent in the relief the function of the geomorphological principle agents 

responsible for the transportation of the matter between the elements of the landscape, such as 

the water runoff and sediments, and secondly, recognize the feedback mechanisms existence 

between the performance of these geomorphological agents and the evolution of the vegetation 

(Puigdefábregas, 1993).  

This study tries to explain the relation between the spatial distribution of the vegetation 

cover in arid environments and the geomorphological patterns in the landscape (topographical 

variables), as an indicator of long term monitoring of land cover changes. 

This work has been developed in six chapters; the first one is a general introduction in 

which I talked about the general and specific objectives of the work and explained its justifications, 

and then I entered in a general description of the characteristics and importance of arid lands, 

types of vegetation cover of arid land environments and its spatial structure and distribution. The 
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concept of Desertification and its relation to land degradation, and what is remote sensing and its 

applications in the field of desertification and land degradation monitoring. The second chapter 

describes the study area and its geological, geomorphological and hydrological characteristics, 

type of soils, dominant vegetation and landuse practices in that area. The third chapter describes 

the database of the work, construction of the DEM and related topographic variables, selection of 

the satellite images and related processes procedures (such as geometric and radiometric 

correction), and the final source of data the field campaign survey. The fourth chapter portrays the 

methodology of the analysis, the assumed hypothesis, the spatial and relief analysis, selection of 

the most suitable vegetation indices for our area, related statistical analysis and finally a general 

evaluation of the development procedures. In the fifth chapter I tried to show the results and their 

interpretations. Finally, the sixth chapter is to demonstrate the conclusions and future suggestions. 

Figure (1.1) summarizes the whole work in a schematic diagram. 

1.2. Objectives and approaches 

Threaten of desertification is an extending process affect almost all arid and semi-arid 

lands, leading to direct and indirect effects on people who lives in these environments. The 

increasing growth of population and the huge technical development add more pressures on 

natural resources leading to distinct global changes. At the regional scale the southern part of the 

Iberian Peninsula is one of the main affected parts of the western part of the Mediterranean basin.  

This work is a branch of an integrated effort that forms the structure of a project named as 

A Surveillance System for Assessing and Monitoring of Desertification (SURMODES). The general 

objective of this initiative is monitor land cover changes. The development of new vegetation 

indices fitted to dry land conditions, low and high resolution monitoring and land degradation 

assessment are the components that were designed to detect land cover changes in this initiative. 

The actual thesis objectives rise from the long term monitoring on changes of land surface 

conditions, which relies mainly on remote sensing imagery as a source of information.  

The specific objective of this work is the development of procedures to evaluate vegetation 

properties in relation to the land forms, and its implication on soil degradation, such as the density 

and the especial structure distribution in the landscape, utilizing remote sensing techniques. For 

that the general sense of the work is the next question: How relief forms affect the spatial 
distribution of the vegetation cover in arid landscape? Unfortunately, the implication of 

vegetation properties on soil degradation was eliminated from the work plan during the research 

time because the time needed to achieve that goal was out of the prospected. So the objective was 

reduced to dedicate on the relation between vegetation cover properties and terrain classes in the 

landscape.  
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Figure 1.1 General summary of the work. 
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1.3. Justifications and antecedents 

Arid and semi-arid regions cover one third of the continental areas of the world lands, most 

of which are considered as fragile lands. Desertification is one of the severe phenomena that affect 

these lands. According to the United Nation reports (UNCCD, 2002) almost 20% of the world 

population are affected by this phenomenon. The large impact of human population growth, the 

expansion into new territories and exploitation of the natural resources in dryland environments 

beyond their carrying capacity has resulted in a rapid deterioration of environmental conditions in 

these areas (Verstraete & Schwartz, 1991). The Mediterranean in general and the Iberian 

Peninsula in specific are no exclusion. Spain is one of the most threatened Mediterranean 

countries by desertification. The increasing population and expansion of agriculture to marginal 

areas and rangelands, had led to land degradation and over exploitation. A group of researchers 

take on their shoulders the initiative to study the national, regional and international situation, to 

find suitable solutions.  

After the United Nation Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), which 

was held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, a regional agreement to combat desertification in the 

Mediterranean region was signed in Paris in 1994 as part of the International Convention to 

Combat Desertification. As a result a group of programmes and projects emerged aims to check up 

this problem and to find suitable solutions. One of these was the (SURMODES), a cooperative 

project aims to setting up operational surveillance system for early warning of desertification risk at 

the country’s scale, and that allows (1) discriminating between current and relict desertification; (2) 

forecasting desertification under chosen climatic and socio-economic scenarios; and (3) monitoring 

land degradation status over large areas using objective and low cost methods. This project has 

been developed with four modules: (1) early warning of risk, (2) long term monitoring of land cover 

change, which comprise the base of this work (3) information system and databases, and (4) an 

observatory network with six terminals in representative landscapes of the country, linked through 

a telemetry system that works in a non-centralized way through Internet backbone. The final 

objects are to construct procedures and decision support tools, update reports on desertification 

risk and land condition.  

So, following tendencies of earth (soil) conditions are a crucial aspect in the development of 

desertification monitoring systems, since it provide information that allows:  

1. determining the long term effects of global change of desertification exogenous factors; 

2. discriminating aggradation / degradation tendencies in zones affected by desertification in 

the past (inherited desertification); 
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3. identifying the effects of policies and programs of controlling and mitigating desertification; 

4. providing opportunities of post-diction that allow validating forecast and alert procedures of 

desertification risks.  

The density of vegetation cover and its spatial structure constitute interesting properties to 

be used as indices of monitoring since, on the one hand, they are very dynamics and examine 

changes in time scale similar to desertification and, on the other hand, are relatively easy to detect 

and register through remote sensing techniques.  

This work is proposed to constitute the first step in the development of thesis doctoral 

oriented at the detection and temporal evaluation of vegetation structure and density and its 

applications in the degradation processes and soil erosion.  

 

1.4. General introduction to dryland environments  

1.4.1. Arid and semi-arid lands (dry lands):characteristics and importance 

1.4.1.1. Introduction 

Hyper-arid, arid and semi-arid environments (areas where rainfall limits productivity) 

together cover about one-third of the present global land area (Whitford, 2002). Throughout the 

history, ancient civilizations have been associated to these regions (e.g. old Egyptians, the 

Romans, the Arabs, etc). In spite of its limitations (i.e. Lack of water, limited foodstuff and climatic 

extremes), people settled drylands exploiting its resources, developing sophisticated systems to 

adapt such environments. The long term persistence of many of these systems are proof of their 

sustainability, and reason to consider these forms of land use as co-evolutionary process rather 

than as disturbances of the ecosystem (Boer, 1999). 

Livestock production, pastoralism and agriculture were the main source of living for people 

inhabited arid environments. Rangelands, i.e. lands used by pastoralists for domestic livestock 

production (Verstraete & Schwartz, 1991), which formed about 70% of the total arid and semi-arid 

lands, was the main source of productivity to support pastoralism. Traditionally, on the one hand, 

arid zone agriculture was geographically restricted to the few scattered spots with exceptionally 

favourable conditions, such as oasis and banks of permanent streams and rivers (Boer, 1999). On 

the other hand, in the semi-arid zones arable cropping was not restricted to a few patches but 

widely spread and dependent on rainfed agriculture, but with widely spread problems such as 

droughts.  
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In the last century, perceptible changes had affected drylands through the changing of land 

use patterns (i.e. pastoral industry replaced nomadic pastoralism and the cultivation of the 

marginal lands) and natural climatic alteration (i.e. global environmental changes), which made 

these lands more fragile and introduced more limitations to these areas. As a consequence land 

degradation and desertification have become one of the principle problems drylands and arid 

environments.  

1.4.1.2. Definition of arid and semi-arid lands 

Definitions and delimitations of arid environments and drylands vary according to the 

purpose of the enquiry or the location of the area under consideration (Thomas, 1989b). Literary 

definitions commonly employ terms such as “inhospitable”, “barren”, “useless”, “un-vegetated” and 

“devoid of water” (Heathcote, 1983). Scientific definitions have been based on a number of criteria 

including erosion processes (Penck, 1894), draining patterns (de Martonne & Aufrére, 1927), 

climatic criteria based on plant growth (Köpen, 1931) and vegetation types (Shantz, 1956). 

Whatever criteria are used, all schemes involve a consideration of moisture availability, at least 

indirectly, through the relationship between precipitation and evapotranspiration (Thomas, 1989b).  

Aridity, which is the most important feature that all drylands have in common may results 

from a range of interacting processes, and in general is the result of an unfavourable water 

balance between moisture input and output. In this process, altitude, terrain, soil properties, 

proximity to the sea and frequency of the cloud cover may all modify the physical conditions as 

much as differences in rainfall do (McGinnis, 1979). For this reason the definition and of drylands 

has also varied greatly according to the scientific back ground of the observer, the temporal and 

spatial scale of observation and the general character of the area in question (Boer, 1999). 

Meigs (1953) identified three types of arid environment based on Thorthwaite´s indices of 

moisture availability (Im), which depends upon moisture surplus and deficits: semi-arid (-40 ≤ Im < 

-20); arid (-56 ≤ Im < -40); and extreme (hyper-) arid (Im < -56). Grove (1977) subsequently 

attached mean annual precipitation to the first two categories (200-500 mm and 25-200 mm, 

respectively). Because of the over-riding importance of climate as the force shaping the physical 

environment and biological characteristics of deserts, the delimitation and definition of areas 

referred to as arid environments must be based on climatic criteria (Whitford, 2002). The UNESCO 

Man and Biosphere (MAB) chose the ratio P/ETP (in which P is mean annual precipitation and 

ETP is the mean annual potential evapotranspiration, based on the Penman formula) as the index 

of aridity applied to delimit zones of varying degree of aridity. Accordingly, the UNESCO proposed 

four classes of aridity:  

1. Hyper-arid zone (P/ET <0.03), areas of a very low irregular seasonal rainfall. 
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2. Arid zone (0.03 < P/ET <0.20) of an annual rainfall between 80 mm to 350 mm. 

3. Semi-arid zone (0.20 < P/ET < 0.50) areas of mean annual rainfall between 300 mm and 

700 mm in summer rainfall regimes and between 200mm and 500 mm in winter rainfall at the 

Mediterranean and tropical latitudes. 

4. Sub-humid zone (0.50 < P/ET < 0.75) the UNISCO include this zone in their maps of 

deserts because of the susceptibility to soil vegetation degradation during droughts. 

The Community Adaptation and Sustainable Livelihood (CASL) defined the arid and semi 

arid lands as zones characterized by low erratic rainfall of up to 700 mm per annum, periodic 

drought, and different associations of vegetative cover and soils. Interannual rainfall varies from 

50-100% in the arid zones of the world with average of up 350mm, in the semi-arid zones; 

interannual rainfall varies from 20-50% with average of up to 700mm. When one takes into 

consideration this large range, 400 to 700 mm of annual rainfall, many areas of the globe cannot 

be considered as arid lands. It is obvious, therefore, that the amount of rainfall alone is not 

sufficient to consider as an indicator of aridity. The one outstanding feature of arid environments is 

the extreme quantitative, temporal and spatial irregularity, unreliability and variability of the rainfall. 

The ratio between P & ETP provides only a crude measure of aridity or humidity of climate 

(Sombroed, 2002). In this context, the limits between arid and semi arid environments are fuzzy 

and could be of confusing limitations. This confusion should be restricted and clarified through 

limiting factor such as rainfall predictability or Length of Growing Period (LGP). 

On the one hand, rainfall predictability, to some extent, can place limiting boundaries 

between arid and semi-arid environments, in which the former shows unpredictability where as the 

later shows some kind of predictability for the temporal distribution of rainfall events. On the other 

hand, LGP (concept was developed and used in FAO’s Agro-Ecological Zones studies) index 

starts once rainfall exceeds half of the ETP and ends after the date when rainfall falls below half of 

ETP, plus the period required to evapotranspire 100 mm water assumed to be stored in the soil 

from excess rainfall- or less if less excess rainfall is during the growing period) (Sombroed, 2002). 

Accordingly, areas with an LGP less than I day are hyper-arid; less than 75 days arid, 75 to less 

than 120 days dry semi-arid, 120 to less than 180 days moist semi-arid. This scheme is preferable 

from agricultural point of view and used by the UNESCO’s MAB programme to classify world arid 

regions. Nevertheless, it seems that the LGP index is more suitable for long time period 

measurements (i.e. during months or seasons), in areas where the temporal distribution of the 

precipitation is somehow regular (regular falling of precipitation during the season time), but in 

areas of high irregularity where it is possible to rain more than 100 mm in two days and nothing 

during all the year, in these areas the LGP will provide un realistic values. Therefore, it would be 
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more suitable to realize the measurements in a high resolution way (each two days for instance) in 

order to obtain more realistic values. 

According to these schemes, lands that fit these definitions of arid environment are 

extensive. Heathcote (1983) mentioned that these environments cover about 36% of the global 

land area. Africa has the highest proportion of arid zones (about 37%), Asia comes second with 

about 34%, Australia third with about 13% (is the most arid continent with about 75% of the land 

area being arid or semi-arid), America with 12%. In Europe only 2% of the global arid zones are 

found mainly in the southern and the central part of the Iberian Peninsula. 

1.4.1.3. Causes of aridity 

Arid climate is a consequence of an integration of global factors and local ones (Logan, 

1968; Flohn, 1969). Thomas (1989) described four main agents, which are not mutually exclusive, 

that can cause aridity: 

 The first one is atmospheric stability: in arid zones precipitation is very unreliable and largely 

associated with the location in or near the usual position of stable descending air masses such as 

the tropical high pressure belts. 

 The second is continentality: Distance from the oceans prevents the penetration of rain-

bearing winds into the centre of large continents (e.g. great basin deserts in North America). 

 The third one is topography: Arid areas can occur in the rain shadow of mountain barriers 

(e.g. Almeria).  

 The fourth is the cold ocean currents: these affect the western coasts of South America and 

southern Africa.  

The reinforce climatic conditions, causing low sea-surface evaporation, high atmospheric 

humidity, low precipitation (mainly in the form of fog and dew) and a low temperature range are 

another category of aridity causes.  

1.4.1.4. Geomorphology and soils of arid environments  

In arid zones basic patterns of landforms and relief is primary determined by the base 

geology/lithology of the area (Whitford, 2002). Smith (1968) mentioned that differences between 

drylands and other environments appear in the surface characteristics, such as sharp and angular 

contours, and abrupt transitions between topographic elements. Landforms have a direct effect on 

water and materials (i.e. infiltration, run-off, erosion, water storage, salt accumulation etc.) and on 

catenary sequences of soils and nutrients (Whitford, 2002).  
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Throughout the world, drylands occupy a grand range of structural and tectonic settings 

(Goudie, 1985), in which the distribution of the majority of arid zones in America, Australia and 

Africa are on post-Cretaceous sedimentary areas (Thomas, 1989a). The profound effect of 

moisture availability, as a direct effect on geomorphological activity in arid environments and 

indirect effect on plant growth that is the limited vegetation cover is of considerable importance for 

the operation of geomorphological processes and the development of landforms (Lovich & 

Bainbridge, 1999). Surface runoff is of considerable importance too; even in driest areas high 

magnitude sheet floods can have significant geomorphic effects. Cooke (1982) and Goudi (1985) 

mentioned that even with low-intensity rainfall events can generate runoff because of the nature of 

the dryland surface conditions.  

As we mentioned earlier, the landscape formation is the result of the integration between 

geological, geomorphological, climatological and vegetation cover elements, which in total draw 

the principle lines of the landscape aspects. Accordingly, the integration between these factors 

make it difficult to depict clear limits between arid and semi-arid areas, but to some extend we can 

say that arid regions and desserts are characterized by unclear surface drainage landforms , 

where as semi-arid regions are often mature and heavily dissected reliefs. 

Landscape weathering in drylands appears to be selective and frequently superficial. The 

selectivity results from extreme local variations of temperature, humidity and the high proportion of 

exposed rocks, which impose strong differentiation on the effectiveness of superficial weather 

processing (Cooke & Warren, 1973). The weathering processes operation rate is affected by three 

main variables: isolation, moisture and salt (Goudie, 1989), which contributes to an abundance of 

loose material and may remain uncovered by vegetation for long period. The variation in discharge 

and stream volume affects the degree of aggradations and degradation of various parts of stream 

channels, which in turn affect the characteristics of vegetation along stream margins and in the 

areas between channels (Whitford, 2002).  

The impressive role of the wind, which appears in forms of erosion, transport subsequent 

deposition of sand and dust is the most significant geomorphologic process in arid regions 

(Goudie, 1989). Mesas and buttes are clear characteristics of weathering forms on resistant rocks 

in arid areas. The location and the characteristics of the present-day aeolian features are products 

of geological history modified in some instances by recent land use practices (Whitford, 2002). 

Piedmonts, bajadas, regs, hammadas, inselbergs, pediments, playas, alluvial fans and ephemerals 

streams (wadis in almost all the Arabic countries, arroyos in America and nalas in Pakistan) are 

general features and aspects of arid environments (Shmida, 1985). 
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Drainage channels in arid regions are occupied by short and discontinuous intermittent 

streams that contain water only during and shortly after rain events. Drainage channels are 

towards the lowermost portion of the enclosed basins in which they occur, and the drainage pattern 

formed is centreptical (Fairbridge, 1968). Rivers and floodplains rivers in arid regions might be 

divided into those that are originated in wet mountains and traverse a desert like Nile River, and 

those that are originated in semi-arid or arid regions such as Lake Eyre drainages in Australia.  

In arid environments, high differences in climate conditions (i.e. mean annual precipitation) 

affect the vegetation, landscape and soil formation, as a result, also the land use (Kosmas et al., 

2000). Soil is the basic resource of terrestrial ecosystems and the arid ecosystems are not an 

exception. Soil formation is the result of complex interactions between lithological characteristics, 

climate and biological activities. Despite the low uniform levels of precipitations and high potential 

evaporation, soils of arid zones varies a lot in its physical, chemical and biological properties. In 

arid regions fine and saline soils are concentrated in the depressions while the gravels distributed 

in the high parts (Cloudsly-Thompson, 1979). 

Intense events (i.e. unusual) of rainstorms in arid regions in areas of low vegetation density 

give the possibility of high rates runoff and rapid elimination of disaggregated materials. The high 

rates of water erosion together with the Aeolian erosion help to prevent the in situ soil formation of 

high depth. On the contrary, accumulation areas tend to show great deposits. In that way, the 

depressions of the rocky deserts are frequently filled with deep sediments of heavy gravels 

(Cloudsly-Thompson, 1979). 

Most arid soils are classified as Aridisols (rich or poor in clay content), Entisols (weakly 

developed soils) and Vertisols. Low soil organic matter content characterized arid soil 

environments (Whitford, 2002). 

1.4.1.5. People and arid environments 

The present time witnesses a demographic explosion which is by no means less acute in 

the arid zones than in other parts of the developing countries (Le Houérou, 1975). Human activities 

have impacted the surface and the atmosphere in drylands by: (a) reducing vegetation cover (by 

overgrazing, cultivation, deforestation, etc.), (b) increasing the surface albedo, (c) decreasing the 

roughness thereby increasing wind speeds, (d) altering soil moisture patters, and (e) burning 

vegetation and dislodging dust at the surface. With these, and many others, changes occurring at 

the surface in dryland areas, generalizations about the overall climate impact of human activities 

are difficult to generate (Balling, 2002).  
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Heathcote (1980) mentioned that 15 % (651 million) of the world’s population live in arid 

lands. The people who occupy these environments are exposed to a wide range of environmental 

hazards. Many of them are geomorphological and appear in three forms (Thomas, 1989b):  

i) Water hazards: such as floods following rainfall, subsidence after water extraction, gully 

development and soil erosion,  

ii) Wind hazards: such as dust storms, dune encroachment, dune reactivation and soil 

erosion; and,  

iii) Material hazards: such as land scales in mountainous areas, desiccation contraction of 

sediments and salt weathering.  

1.4.2. The density of the vegetation cover and spatial structure distribution  

The vegetation cover of the earth is the result of large evaluation processes of the 

vegetation kingdom, under the influence of the environmental factors, as much in the past as in the 

present time (Walter, 1977). Drylands of the world are diverse but have something in common 

which is the low density of the vegetation cover. This character comes from the fact that the plants 

reduce, each time more, the transpiration surface (i.e. the area in contact with the atmosphere), but 

develop more intensely its radius system (i.e. the area where the roots extend) when the aridity 

increases (Walter, 1977).  

Evenari (1985) discussed the main outstanding features of drylands vegetation in which he 

mentioned the extreme quantitative, temporal and spatial irregularity, unreliability, variability and 

the low amounts of rainfall. Boer (1999) mentioned that both temporal and spatial variation in 

precipitation might be compensated by spatial heterogeneity within the landscape associated with 

lithological, topographical or soil attributes, by their partition of water on runoff, storage and 

evaporation. The final result of the re-distribution process is a habitat of mosaic form that varies in 

quality, reliability and quantity of water resources (Shmida et al., 1986). One of the major principles 

of biogeography is the convergence of vegetation structure in response to similar climates on 

different continents (Shmida, 1985). Plants of dry environments coped with the scarcity, variability 

and unpredictability of water (Boer, 1999). For that arid ecosystems could be defined as water 

controlled ecosystems with infrequent discrete and largely unpredictable water inputs (Noy-Meir, 

1973). This adaptation appears in a careful balance between the rates of growth on the one hand 

and investments in reserves on the other hand, and therefore, enable a response to the next 

period of favourable conditions. Based on these conditions Noy-Meir (1973) developed the pulse-

reserve paradigm as a basic and general model for dry ecosystem function. In that model a rainfall 

event triggers a pulse of activity like the growth of the vegetation. A variable portion of which is lost 
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to mortality and/or consumption but some part is put into a reserve such as seeds or reserve 

energy stores in roots or stems (Figure 1.2). The magnitude of the pulse varies as a function of the 

trigger event and season of the year as well as the magnitude and duration of the event.  

 
Figure 1.2 the pulse-reserve conceptual model proposed by Noy-Meir (1973) for the functioning of desert ecosystems  

 

The patterns of water availability oblige the plants to form adaptation strategies (Fischer 

&Turner, 1979). Two main concepts of higher plants have been introduced: the radiopassive group 

generally carries no active photosynthetic tissue through the long dry periods which separate wet 

periods, while, radioactive plants usually retain photosynthetic tissue and exhibit some 

photosynthetic activity during the dry period (Fischer &Turner, 1979). The habitat richness-

reliability continuum suggested by Shmida (1985) to describe the availability of resources in 

drylands is a useful way to fully explain the patterns of resource availability and vegetation density 

in arid environments. For instance in real landscapes a resource might be poor and of short 

duration to one species, while on the same site it might be rich and relatively long-lasting for 

another (Boer, 1999). 

The phonological characteristics permit drylands plant to control all the major 

developmental events (such as germination, flowering, seed maturity, etc.). Annuals have internal 

control mechanisms to prevent seed germination at unfavourable times (Fischer &Turner, 1979). 

Dryland ephemerals flowering may begin soon after germination so that the whole life cycle can be 

completed within as few as several weeks; nevertheless, if conditions remain favourable, further 

vegetation growth and flowering may take place (Mulroy & Rundel, 1977). The photoperiodic 
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control ensures that the date of flowering is relatively independent from the water supply or date of 

germination, which means that annual plants of the semi-arid savannah region tend to be short-day 

plants and those of the Mediterranean region long-day plants (Fischer &Turner, 1979). In semi-arid 

regions, small rainfall events play a selective effect on the plant life forms, in which volume and 

timing of rainfall events control the types of plants that germinate or grow (Turner & Randall, 1989). 

Vegetation of these environments not only adapted to the amount of precipitation but also to its 

timing (Lázaro et al., 2000). All types of rainfall, in terms of volume, timing and intensity, would 

have consequences for the composition, density and distribution of vegetation (Lázaro et al., 

2000). For drought-deciduous perennials the important developmental events of leaf production at 

the onset of the wet season and leaf fall after its end appear to be controlled by water supply to the 

plant, although in the Mediterranean and steppe zones, where winter temperature is low, leaf 

production is often delayed until early sparing (Fischer &Turner, 1979).  

In order to understand water and soil nutrient distributions, it is necessary to examine the 

variability of topographic features of arid and semi-arid environments and relate these features to 

the kinds of vegetation assemblages that are developed on these features (Whitford, 2002). The 

interaction of pedogenic and geomorphic processes produces a complex of spatial mosaics of soil 

texture rather than a simple linear gradient (McAuliffe, 1994). Investigation has shown that plants 

respond to variation in water availability governed by soil texture (Whitford, 2002). The coarser 

soils on the upper fans store run-off water thereby provide more mesic sites than the finer textured 

soils on the lower slopes. The lithology of the mountains interact with the prevailing climatic 

conditions of the geological past and ecological present are the most important factors controlling 

the development of the vegetation on most arid landforms (Whitford, 2002).  

At arid regions with low slopes and fine textured soils, vegetation might develop in banded 

patterns, i.e. patches of closely spaced trees (Mabbutt & Fanning, 1987). This pattern divides a 

slope into narrow contours of vegetation representing run-on areas or sink, separated by barren or 

low vegetation cover representing run-off slopes. The purpose of this spatial arrangement of 

vegetation is to concentrate surface water into a small surface area thereby multiplying the 

effective moisture.  

Both high erosion rates and low vegetation cover are related by feedback relationships that 

work in badlands areas (Cantón et al., 2003). Low vegetation cover means that the ground surface 

is unprotected against rainsplash and overland flow, whereas high erosion rates impoverish the 

soil’s capacity to bear vegetation and make seedling survival difficult because of the physical 

instability of the ground (Guárdia et al., 2000) in dry climates the lower rates of the processes 

driving geomorphic and vegetation changes lead to the persistence of traces of several 
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stabilization/reactivation cycle. This feature results in heterogeneous and fine-grained spatial 

patterns, with many relict surfaces with their associated vegetation, and relatively large global plant 

cover values (Puigdefábregas et al., 1999).  

Here, in order to understand the spatial distribution of the vegetation cover in arid and semi-

arid environments it’s important to examine water and soil nutrient distribution (the main factors 

that affect vegetation assemblages growth) in the landscape, and its relation with topographic 

patterns and features which form that landscape. Water distribution in arid lands is heterogeneous, 

which enables more productivity than spread across the land surface (Noy-Meir, 1973). Studying 

the topographic features will enable us to determine the form of the heterogeneity distribution of 

the vegetation cover, taking into account that some topographic features are relatively stable 

(change little in ecological time of centuries) whereas others are dynamics (Whitford, 2002).  

1.4.3. Desertification and land degradation 

1.4.3.1. Desertification  

Arid and semi-arid regions, which comprise an important part of the continental areas on 

earth, are very sensitive to a variety of physical, chemical and biological degradation processes 

collectively called desertification (Verstraete & Schwarts, 1991). The word desertification was first 

introduced by Aubréville (1949) when he published his book “Climates, Forêts, et Désertification de 

l´Afrique Tropicale”. Aubréville thought of desertification as the changing of productive land into a 

wasteland as the result of ruination by man-induced soil erosion (Dregne, 1983). After Aubréville 

much time and effort has been spent by researchers trying to define the concept of desertification 

(Verstraete & Schwarts, 1991). Such a task was difficult because of the disagreements on the 

causes, impacts, reversibility, environmental setting, rate of progress and cures (Boer, 1999). 

These arguments come to an end after the world conference in Rio de Janeiro (1992) when the 

scientists of the world agreed to use a uniform concept of desertification, and defined it as “land 

degradation in arid, semi-arid and sub-humid areas resulting from various factors including climatic 

variations and human activities”, agenda 21. UNEP’s Desertification Control / Programme Activity 

Centre (DC/PAC) defined desertification as “land degradation in arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid 

areas resulting mainly from adverse human impact”, aggravated by the characteristics of dryland 

climates. In the two definitions human impact is a common factor and of grand importance. This 

agreement did not prevent the scientists to derive definitions adapted to suit the purpose and the 

aim of their studies, such as Boer (1999) in which he defined desertification as “a severe stage of 

land degradation, in which disturbances have gone beyond the resilience of the land and have 

caused an irreversible loss (at human time scales) of the land’s carrying capacity, or biological 

production potential, thereby causing a reduction in land management options”. 
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Desertification is a common result of land degradation (Whisenant, 1993), occurs because 

dryland ecosystems are extremely vulnerable to over-exploitation and improper land use planning. 

Puigdefábregas and Mendizabel (1998) explained that desertification is triggered by the synergetic 

impacts of climatic and socio-economic driving forces on the condition of land and water resources 

through associated changes in land use patterns. The final outcomes are land degradation and 

disruption of local economies, with global implications on social disequilibrium, conflicts and 

migration. 

Here, and in this context we have to distinguish between four important concepts, in one 

hand, desertification and desertization, which considered as synonyms but with considerable 

differences as concepts. Glants (1977) mentioned that the distinction between these terms is 

primarily based on the location of the extension of desert like conditions. Le Houérou (1977) 

defined desertization as the extension of typical desert landscapes and landforms to areas where 

they did not occur in the recent past. This process take place in arid zones bordering the deserts 

under average annual rainfall of 100 to 200 mm without side limits of 50 to 300 mm. Rapp (1974) 

expanded the geographical limitations to include higher rainfall areas and defined desertization as 

the spread of desert-like conditions in arid or semi-arid areas up to 600 mm, due to man’s influence 

or to climate change. This definition conformed to the definition of desertification by other authors 

such as Sherbooke and Paylore (1973). Thus the two terms have been used by different authors to 

describe different processes and sometimes the same process. The problem of the definition was 

solved by the UNEP’s (DC/PAC), which chose the definition mentioned early of this text. Therefore, 

the desertification is a process resulted mainly from the adverse effect of human impact. This effect 

is increased by some natural conditions, such as drought in fragile environments (drylands). 

Consequently, desertification involves the processes of degradation and deterioration of the 

resources, which appears in different forms such as land degradation (soil erosion, sedimentation, 

water logging, etc.), soil deterioration (salinization, lost of organic matter, non-point source 

pollution, etc) and degradation of vegetation cover. On the other hand, desertization is a natural 

process indicates to the expanding of deserts to the nearby lands in a continuous form 

(development of desert towards bounded areas) as a result of wind erosion.  

On the other hand, Puigdefábregas and Mendizabel (1998) had distinguished between two 

types of desertification inherent or relict and current one. The first is the result of the combination of 

a dramatic rural population growth and a cereal self-sufficient policy, in the first half of the twentieth 

century, triggered the expansion of agriculture into rangelands and marginal areas. The second is 

the result of the availability of new accessibility to soil and water resources or new markets and 

agricultural policies that attract people and investments to some areas that often become over-

exploited.  
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Desertification is a worldwide phenomenon, affecting about one-fifth of the world 

population, over 250 million people are directly affected and someone billion in over one hundred 

countries are at risk. These people include many of the world's poorest, most marginalized, and 

politically weak citizens (UNCCP, United Nation Convention to Combat Desertification web page, 

2002). Although the interest in desertification has varied widely by time, there is a renewed 

concern about the evolution of dryland ecosystems (Verstraete & Schwarts, 1991) because of: (1) 

a significant fraction of existing drylands already suffer from miscellaneous degradation processes; 

(2) increasing population will inevitably cause further over-utilization of the remaining productive 

areas; (3) climatic changes expected from greenhouse warming might result in drier continental 

interiors; and, (4) some of the desertification processes themselves may amplify local or regional 

climatic changes. 

The definition of desertification implies a process of interaction between a natural event 

system (draught) and a human activity system (resource usage) which create resources and can 

also create a hazard -an environmental stress situation, e.g. desertification- (Heathcote, 1980). 

Most studies of desertification have concern about soil erosion, which considered as an index of 

the relationship between climate, water balances, and biotic forms on one side and human land 

systems on the other side. 

1.4.3.2. Land degradation  

Conversely, land degradation, which is the outcome of desertification process, appears in 

forms like a broad decrease in land productivity and accelerated degradation of the soil resource 

(Verstraete & Schwarts, 1991). This is due to soil erosion (both by wind and water), siltation, 

salinization, water logging, depletion of nutrients, deterioration of soil structure and pollution 

(Barrow, 1991). The term land degradation is of enormous flexibility. It could refer to more than one 

definition according to the purpose of the study, e.g. deterioration in the chemical and physical 

properties of the soil (Imeson & Emmer, 1992), or human-induced loss of the earth’s biological 

potential (Boer, 1999). According to the UNESCO (1992) land degradation was defined as the 

“reduction or loss, in arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas, of the biological or economic 

productivity and complexity of rain-fed croplands, irrigated croplands, rangelands, forest, and 

woodlands resulting from land uses or from a process or combination of processes, including 

processes arising from human activities and habitation patterns”. 

The excessive loss of soil, nutrients, and seeds from the ecosystem affect the vegetation 

potential to recover and constitutes the principle mechanism of irreversible damage to the 

environment (Verstraete & Schwarts, 1991). Boer (1999) had mentioned two principle causes of 

land degradation in the Mediterranean region: (1) Human factors: trends in land use practices such 
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as deforestation, over grazing and marginal lands cultivation; and (2) natural factors: such as 

droughts up to 11 months, torrential rain storms, pronounced relief, shallow soils and global climate 

changes (greenhouse effect).  

From the above we can see a big similarity between the two phenomena (desertification 

and land degradation). Dregne (1983) mentioned that land degradation and desertification are 

synonyms, while Whisenant (1993) explained that Desertification is the common result of Land 

degradation. It seems that the two definitions are so fuzzy to recognize if desertification is a result 

of land degradation or land degradation is a result of desertification. Nevertheless, the clear point is 

that both phenomena play a significant role in determining plant cover density and distribution. 

Boer (1999) verified two essential parts on land degradation assessment methods. The first 

focuses on the sensitivity or vulnerability to the degradation processes occurrence (i.e. detection of 

change). The second focuses on the evaluation of the change or damaged produced by actually 

occurring land degradation processes, i.e. prediction of the potential hazards. A set of criteria was 

listed in order to evaluate the qualities of land degradation assessment and modelling approaches. 

Existing methods of land degradation assessment fall in several broad categories, and includes: 

 A) Ground-based methods: the classic field surveys. 

 b) Distributed physically-based modelling: based on the knowledge on land degradation 

processes, especially concerning runoff and soil erosion. 

 c) Terrain-based assessment: characterisation or quantification of terrain form and topographic 

position. 

 d) Remote sensing-based assessment: based on aerial photographs or multi-spectral data 

from air-born or space-born platforms. 

 e) The combined-based approach (which include aspects of a, c & d): based on a 

parameterisation of dry land degradation in terms compatible with current ecological knowledge 

of the problem, and the nature of widely available data. 

In response, scientific communities have started to design and implement a research effort 

geared at documenting the current state and probable evolution of the global system (Verstraete & 

Schwarts, 1991). As a great effort more than 100 countries assigned a convention in the United 

Nation Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 to combat 

desertification named as United Nation Convention to Combat Desertification (Agenda 21).  

Spain is one of the most Mediterranean countries threatened by desertification in the past 

and nowadays. By the beginning of the last century, rural population has increased dramatically 
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and agriculture expanded to marginal areas and range lands. The most frequent outcome was land 

degradation and over exploitation of natural resources (Puigdefábregas & del Barrio, 2000). This 

work tries to report on changes of land surface condition in order to check for early warning of risk, 

through analytical diagnosis design for desertification dilemma in the SE of Spain. 

1.4.4. Remote sensing and arid lands  

The increasing emphasis on scientific rigour in remote sensing (earth observation by 

remote sensing), the rise interest in global monitoring and large-scale climate modelling, the 

increasing number of satellite-born sensors in orbit, the development of Geographical information 

systems (GIS) technology and the expansion in the number of taught courses in GIS and remote 

sensing are all noteworthy developments (Mather, 1999). A lot of definitions have been mentioned 

in the past, but a central concept could be “the gathering of information at a distance”, but this 

definition must be refined according to the scope of the study (Campbell, 1996). According to 

Mather (1999) he defined environmental remote sensing as the measurement, from a distance, of 

the spectral features of the Earth’s surface and atmosphere. These measurements are normally 

made by instruments carried by satellites or aircraft, and are used to infer the nature and 

characteristics of the land or sea surface, or of the atmosphere, at the time of observation. The 

process of remote sensing is based on sensor data, which is formed as an instrument, views the 

physical feature (vegetation, soil, water, etc…) by recording the electromagnetic radiation emitted 

or reflected from the landscape. The interpretations created (extracted information) by the sensor 

data are transformed to reveal specific kinds of information (Campbell, 1996). Finally the extracted 

information can be analyzed and combined with other data to address specific practical problems 

(applications), figure (1.3) illustrate the process of remote sensing in a simple way. 

 

 
Figure 1.3 schematic over view of knowledge used in remote sensing suggested by Campbell (1996). 
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The nature and the characteristics of remotely sensed images (digital images) in the forms 

of air photographs, known as image oriented and multi-spectral data named as numerically 

oriented (Landgrebe, 1997) and produced by satellite-born or aircraft-born sensors, enable us to 

detect a huge range of objectives that can be studied and analyzed in various forms. In addition, 

provide a high resolution signal for the earth surface that integrates both the more dynamic and 

static land properties (Boer, 1999). Satellite imagery can provide consistent data sets on irregular 

base for virtually all the earth surface; it can also be combined with field survey and cartography in 

Geographical Information Systems -GIS- (Belward & Vaenzuela, 1991). In addition it can be used 

to describe renewable, non-renewable earth resources and the position of earth features. The 

increasing availability of remotely sensed data at various spatial and spectral resolutions offers the 

potential to monitor the biophysical characteristics of ecosystems at various landscape scales 

(Turner et al., 2003).  

Satellite data may become one of the primary sources of information for land degradation, 

desertification assessment (Boer, 1999) and operational monitoring of the earth’s vegetation cover. 

Vegetation indices (VIs) are one of the most important indicators for vegetation cover that may be 

derived from satellite data. These are radiometric measures of the spatial and temporal patterns of 

vegetation photosynthetic activity that are related to canopy biophysical variables, such as leaf 

area index (LAI), which is defined as the ration between leaf area and ground area measured from 

the top of the canopy downward, fractional vegetation cover, and biomass (Monsi et al., 1973). The 

VIs are based on algebraic combinations (for so called broadband VIs) of reflectance in the red 

and in the near infrared spectral bands (Gilbert et al., 2002). Jackson and Huete (1991) classify VIs 

into two groups: slope-based vegetation indices (Normalized Difference Vegetation index NDVI is 

the most famous of this group) and distance-based vegetation indices (soil-adjusted vegetation 

index SAVI is the most famous of this group).  

Change detection is another important remote sensing technique used to monitor and map 

land cover change between two or more time periods (Rogan et al., 2002). Multi-temporal image 

analysis has the advantage that changes can be relatively expressed to the previous status of 

every individual pixel, but mere detection of changes gives no information about the causes of 

change and cannot be used to monitor land condition (Boer, 1999). 

The electromagnetic radiation signals collected by satellites in the solar spectrum are 

modified by scattering and absorption by gases and aerosols while travelling through the 

atmosphere from the earth surface to the sensor (Song et al., 2001). One of the important 

problems associated with monitoring and assessment methods is what called “mixed pixel 

problem” where factors (e.g. bedrock, senescent vegetation, soil, relief, brightness, etc.) other than 
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the presence and the amount of the observed objective combined the reflected radiance and which 

consequently recorded by the sensors. Therefore, we need a group of processes to correct this 

effect that we call data calibration. 

Remote sensing is one of the modern methods used to monitor land cover changes and 

has been recommended as the primary data source for land degradation assessment studies. The 

increasing availability of remotely sensed data at various spatial and spectral resolutions offers the 

potential to monitor the biophysical characteristics of ecosystems at various landscape scales 

(Turner et al., 2003). Arid and semi-arid lands are very dynamic regions, and they can only be 

monitored systematically and regularly from satellite remote sensing platforms (Verstraete & Pinty, 

1991). As we mentioned early the aim of this work is the long term monitoring of land cover 

changes, which suits best the utilization of remotely sensed data as a source of information. The 

imagery data (i.e. multi-resolution observations) in its derived forms as vegetation indices with 

other digital map overlays gives us the possibility to detect the spatial distribution of the vegetation 

cover.  
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2. Study area 

2.1. Location 

The study area is located in the south eastern part of the Iberian Peninsula - Almería 

Province, with arid Mediterranean climate context, Neogens sedimentary rocks which occupied 

important extensions and fill the space between the Betics mountain range. The city of Almería is 

located between the last foothills of the Gádor Mountains and Alborán Sea, in the centre of Almería 

Gulf. The Betic Mountains are generally aligned east to west and separated by sedimentary 

basins. The study site chosen cover about 7163 km2 corresponding a 16 sheet of the L series 

(1:50.000) of the Spanish Centro Geográfico del Ejercito. The study area in geographical 

limitations represents the following coordinates; X min 486000, X max 600000, Y min 4059000, Y max 

4131000, the coordinate system applied was the UTM zone 30 and Datum European 1950.  

For the selection of the study are we used specific criteria such as susceptibility for soil 

erosion and indirect evidence of density change for the vegetation cover. Because available 

satellite image is smaller than these coordinates, we reduced the study area to a representing site, 

for which we chose a window that include the Tabernas watershed as the area of study. The new 

selected area comprises a surface of about 1100 km2 and corresponds to the following 

coordinates: X min 537740, X max 569780, Y min 4087650 and Y max 4121910 (figure 2.1). This area 

extends from Filabres Mountains in the north with a 2168 m above sea level (the highest point in 

the study area) to Alhamilla in the south and between Sierra Nevada and Sierra del Gador in the 

west to Almanzora watershed in the east. The lowest point reaches at 111 m above sea level and 

is located near the Andarax River in the south of the study area.  

In the depression and between Filabres and Alhamilla exist two important valleys, the valley 

of Tabernas Sorbas, the western half of which is drained by the Tabernas Rambla (Rambla 

etymology the Arabic word ramlah, is a river without water on surface generally, except in strong 

event rainfalls; most rivers of Almería are really Ramblas), also an affluent of the Andarax and into 

which the Rambla Honda empties its occasional waters, while the eastern half is drained toward 

the east coast by the Aguas River. Approximately, in the centre of the study area exist the so 

called desert of Tabernas; an area of badlands (areas of unconsolidated sediments or poorly 

consolidated bedrock, with little or no vegetation, that are useless for agriculture because of their 

intensely dissected landscape, in which the drainage density by V-shaped valley is usually very 

high and some of the degraded landscapes related to piping erosion mass movements or the 

outcrop of the shallow saline groundwater) (Brayen & Yair, 1982) set in one of the most arid points 

of Europe. 
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Figure 2.1 Location of the study area. A & B indicates to the highest and lowest points in the terrain, with about 2167 & 

111 m a.s.l., respectively.  
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2.2. Geology, lithology and soils 

The extreme east of the Betic ranges is formed by two geological complexes, the lower or 

Nevado-Filabbride, and the upper or Alpujarride. The first form Sierra Nevada and Los Filabres 

Mountains and the axis of the mountain system. This is made up of two lithological units, the lower, 

made up of micaceous schists and quartzites and the upper by marbles, gneisses and micaceous 

schists. The second which appears in the Gador, Alhamilla and Cabrera mountains, has slipped 

over the former and has suffered a lesser degree of metamorphism. It is formed by a stratigraphic 

sequence from the Paleozoic to the Triassic, which contains micaceous schists, phyllites and 

carbonated rocks (Puigdefábregas et al., 1994).  

The tectonics of the tension instilled during the Miocene produced the rising of the Nevado-

Filabride complex and the movement over it of the Albujarride, creating topography of emerging 

mountains, separated by sedimentary basins, where powerful sequence of Neogenic sediments 

accumulated. The sedimentary surroundings clearly marine since Tortonian with predominance of 

marls, formed by fine deposit materials in deep water conditions and became more superficial 

during the Messinian, calcareous, limestone and reefs abound (Puigdefábregas et al., 1994; 

Lázaro, 1995).  

Starting with the Pliocene, a tectonic compression and epeirogenesis lift are initiated which 

provoke the emergence of the entire region. The marine deposits are limited to the present coast, 

with coastlines retreating toward the south, from the Sorbas basin. The sedimentary basins are 

fractured and suffer relative lifting (the maximum relative lifting may be seen in the Sorbas basin) 

and sinking, where strong differences in level are created between Vera to the east and Tabernas 

to the west. The development of the tectonic activity has conditioned the development of the 

drainage net work in the landscape throughout the Quaternary period (Harvey, 1987). While the 

mountain systems lifted show a predominance of dissection, with vary scanty accumulations of 

Quaternary sediments along the main valleys. The Neogenic basins present outstanding 

differences between the forms of dissection and aggradation.  

The forms of dissection are related to the incision of the drainage net work and are 

especially significant on steep gradients that originate to the east and the west of the Sorbas basin, 

which experience a relative lift compared to its surroundings. Thus, the Aguas River on the east 

falls 160 m in 11 km and carves 160 m into the Messinian marls and captures the ancient Aguas-

Feos system which originally drained the Sorbas basin to the south, by the Carboneras basin. In 

the west, the Tabernas Rambla falls 260m in 16 km and produces dissectional reliefs 200 m into 

Tortonian marl sediments, giving rise to one of the largest areas of badlands in Spain, the so-called 

Desert of Tabernas.  
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The sediment series have a potential of about 150 m, which extend over hundreds of 

kilometres and present an important dip frequencies, as a consequence to the general rise of 

grand areas in the Betic because of epeirogenesis movements during the Paleocene and the 

Quaternary.  

The soils of the area are of little evolution and virtually invalid. A posterior study of the 

Rambla Honda soils could represent approximately the soils of the area. The soils are of origin 

alluvial and colluvial. Those on the slopes have developed directly from micashists and quite 

shallow deposits. Steepness of slope and variability in hardness of bedrock influence soil 

thickness, for instance soils are usually shallow (up to 15 cm) where slates with abundant quartz 

veins dominate; soils are thicker (up to 60 cm) where phyllite strata dominate. Those on alluvial 

fans have developed from bedded colluvial which have originated from the erosion and 

sedimentation of material from the slopes above them (Puigdefábregas et al., 1994).  

The soils of the whole area show little development of pedogenic horizons and may be 

arranged in the following groups: 

 Eutric Fluvisols, exhibit a clear stratification and an irregular distribution of organic matter 

down the profile; 

 Eutric Regosols (calcic or gypsum), soils of the lower part of the alluvial fans. The part 

which extended to non-erosional sites could be classified as calcic Regosol characterized by low 

content in consolidate and fluvial materials. In other parts we can find gypsum Regosols; 

 Eutric Leptosols, soils in the upper part of the alluvial fans and hillslopes;  

 Salonchaks, in the most recent pediments, almost adjoining to the Rambla of Tabernas.  

2.3. Climate 

According to Neumann (1961) and Geiger (1973) the southeast of the Iberian Peninsula is 

considered the poorest in rainfall and the most arid region of Europe accept the north of the 

Caspian Sea. The minimum precipitations are concentrated along a coastal belt that extends from 

Villajoyosa (Alicante) to Adra (Almería), with a maximum width of some 70 km. the zone around 

Aguilas (Murcia) and the lower Almanzora, Capo de Gata to Almería and Rioja to Tabernas are the 

most arid, often under 200 mm per year. The Iberian southeast is a very mountainous relief and 

the Betic Ranges act as a screen for precipitation coming from the Atlantic, so this strip coastal 

remains to the leeward side. Geiger (1973) mentioned that the topographic location of the SE 

Iberian Peninsula makes the regional climate markedly semiarid due both to the rainfall shadow 

effect of the main Betic ranges and its proximity to Northern Africa. At the same time these 
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mountains receive sufficient contributions of water to maintain arboreal vegetation, which may 

even become relatively abundant. This, combined with the decrease in temperatures due to 

altitude in the high lands, makes the region contrast with the relatively sharp environmental 

gradients and outstanding wealth of ecological niches. Above all, under conditions of cold drop, the 

fronts proceeding from the mediterranean occasionally bring heavy and destructive rainfall. But 

these torrential rains are not very frequent, and do not occur every year (Puigdefábregas et al., 

1994). In general the area is characterized by the mediterranean climate, hot and semiarid with 

clear drought periods (Lázaro & Rey, 1991). In the area we can differentiate between two borders 

limits of precipitation, the first extend in areas of altitudes almost over 600-900 m a.s.l. and the 

second all the area below that level. For the first level, the average annual precipitation is about 

400-500 mm per year and may reach more in high altitudes (700 mm per year in Nevada 

Mountains) (Lázaro & Rey, 1991). In the second level, the average annual precipitation oscillates 

between 100-400 mm per year (for 25 years registered in Tabernas Meteorological Station), with 

average of about 250 mm per year (Cantón, 1999). This limit is so important because it enable us 

to identify the limits between aridity classes in the study area. According to the Grove classification 

of arid environments the first level falls in the semi-arid environments, where as the second level 

falls in the area between semi-arid and sub-humid environments. This classification helps us to 

identify more the type of vegetation and land use practices in each level.  

Precipitation is basically orographic. Interannual variability is also probably the highest in 

Europe, around 30% for the region as a whole and over 40% in some of the most arid zones 

(Puigdefábregas et al., 1994). The intensity of the rainfall is very variable in time as well as in 

space, for instance according to Capel (1986), in Rioja, near the Tabernas badlands, about 219 

mm per year fall, over 40 days of precipitation, which gives an average precipitation per day of 5.4 

mm, in the lowest in the province; on the other hand in, in Zurgena, on the lower Almanzora, for an 

annual average of 251 mm, there are only 15 days of rainfall, with an average of 16.7 mm, more 

than three times greater. 

The climate of the region, although within the mediterranean type, is really intermediate 

between that of the mediterranean area and deserts; Figure (2.2) shows a comparison between 

minimum and maximum temperatures and precipitation for Tabernas Weather Station. According 

to Geiger (1973) there is no other region in the world with such climatic conditions: a) long period 

of precipitation (from September to June) during which only 200 to 300 mm fall; b) very numerous 

days with weak precipitation, under 5 mm; and, c) torrential rains, although they exist, are not as 

frequent as in other regions. 
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In winter, precipitation is usually snow over 1400-1700 m a.s.l. depending on the distance 

from the sea and orientation; in spring and especially in autumn; snows are only frequent on the 

peaks, at 2000 m altitude or more (Puigdefábregas et al., 1994). The precipitation presents a high 

peak in winter, between 31-55% of the total annual precipitations, the rest is distributed between 

autumn and spring, and the summer is usually dry with occasional storm events between 1-10 mm 

per year (Cantón, 1999).  
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Figure 2.2 Comparison between minimum and maximum temperatures and precipitation for Tabernas Weather Station 

 

In winter, the coast of the Iberian Southeast has the maximum insolation and temperatures 

in Europe. The daily range of temperature is distinctive; approximately double that of the north 

coast of Spain. Absolute maximums of 32ºC have been recorded in January and 50ºC in July. But 

normally the maximums during the hot months are similar to a wide sector of the east arid and 

south coast of the Peninsula and lower than those in the interior of Andalucía, southern Submeseta 

and southern Extremadura (Puigdefábregas et al., 1994). What is characteristic is the great 

number of hours with temperatures near maximum and that the minimums are usually among the 
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highest in the Peninsula, in summer as well as in winter. On the coast there are practically no 

frosts, but temperatures decrease rapidly toward the interior and in winter minimums of from -10 

and -15º in mountain villages (Puigdefábregas et al., 1994). On the coast and generally and up to 

500 m altitude, average temperatures are between 17 and 20º. The 18, 17, 16 and even 15ºC 

average isotherms run a course more or less parallel to the coast and surround the more coastal 

mountain ranges; the 12, 11 and 10ºC isotherms are found almost exclusively in the greater 

mountain ranges. In high mountains, due to strong isolation and summer heat, the annual average 

does not usually go below 10ºC (Lázaro & Rey, 1991). 

Except in summer, near the coast the humidity in the air is often high at night, and dew is 

frequent. The potential evaporation is 4 or 5 times greater than the annual precipitation. In the 

majority of years there are 7 to 10 dry months (from 8 to 11 in the driest areas according to Lázaro 

and Rey, 1991). The average annual isolation is around or above 3000 hours of sun throughout the 

area of study, and up to more than 3200 in the lower Almanzora (Puigdefábregas et al., 1994). 

2.4. Geomorphology, hydrology and erosion 

The quaternary landform of the Tabernas basin are characterized by a spectacular contrast 

between an almost wholly depositional landscape in the upper part of the basin and an almost 

wholly erosional landscape in the Tabernas badlands of the lower part of the basin (Harvey, 1987). 

The most extensive forms of aggradation in the region are the glacis or pediments and the alluvial 

fans. The first are especially frequent on the edges of the Vera and Almería basins and in many 

cases present lower Quaternary gavel crusts (Puigdefábrigas et al., 1994). Various surfaces from 

the lower Quaternary end in marine deposits also belong to the Quaternary. The unit has been 

disturbed by the Almería fault system, dissected by gullies proceeding from the Sierra Alhamilla. 

These last, are found within the pediments and have formed younger alluvial fans in their interior.  

The largest alluvial fans are found at the contacts between Los Filabres and Alhamilla 

Mountains with extreme east of the Tabernas basin on one side and, between the Alhamilla-

Cabrera Mountains, with the central part of the Almería-Carboneras basin, on the other side. 

(Harvey, 1996). Both areas are far from the rising incision induced by tectonic activity. The greater 

parts of the fans undergo degradation from the formation of gullies at the headwaters and distal 

aggradation, so that the materials that comprise them are relocated within the sedimentary body 

itself.  

Several phases of fan sedimentation separated by Palaeosols shown in sections through 

the fans, with older series predating the main Palaeosols, and a younger series forming the 

proximal fan surface (Harvey, 1996). The fans are currently almost trenched and distally 
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aggrading. Harvey (1978) suggested that the first section of the fan is of the “Pre_wurm”, the 

second or the upper section is of the Pleistocene, and the modern trenching and distal aggradation 

is Holocene.  

Fan surface gradients are adjusted to the sedimentary processes determined by the 

drainage basin geological and morphometric characteristics (Harvey, 1990), producing the subtle 

combinations of aggradational fan surface gradients which dominate the topography of the upper 

part of the Tabernas basin. Distally, the fan sediments inter-digitate with lake or Palustrine 

sediments of the Quaternary Tabernas “lake”. Preceding the lake sediments old fluvial terraces can 

be traced through the valley system, followed by tectonically-induced cuttings of a deep canyon 

into the under laying Seravallian and Tortonian rocks. The canyon was then filled with lake and 

palustrine sediments. The main reason for the creation of the lake seems to be tectonic uplift 

focused at the distal end of lake. Near Tabernas pre-“lake” terraces are back tilted, indicating 

tectonic uplift in the western part of the basin which created negative valley gradients leading to the 

formation of the “lake”.  

Following re-establishment of fluvial continuity through the “lake”, a canyon was cut through 

the lake sediments, with several younger stages marked by within-trench terraces. However, after 

the lake phase there was no connectivity between the fan systems and the downstream fluvial 

system. Subsequent aggradation and dissection episodes may well have been out of phase 

between the two environments. The lake sediments east of Tabernas may be the age of “pre-

Wurm”. In the Alfaro area a major hillslope pediments surface and major tributary terrace gravels, 

grade to the surface of the lake sediments (Puigdefábregas et al., 1994).  

The principle channels of the area are of the dry type (ephemeral streams) almost during all 

the year round and that does not prevent the existent of some small streams that flow during some 

months (Lázaro, 1995). In special cases of rainy years these fine streams (usually does not go 

over 1m width and 20 cm depth) crossed to form clear meanders on the riverbeds, and could be 

seen during 10 months. On the other hand, in dry years, it is possible to remain more than ten 

months without water.  

The main cause of the hydrological network fitting and hydraulic dissection of sediments is 

the result of the Tectonics epeirogenesis movements of general ascent of great areas of the Betic 

Mountains during the Pliocene and the Quaternary (Harvey, 1987). Thornes (1976) provided some 

data about the nature of the ephemeral streams (channels) focusing on channel-bed sediments as 

they changed downstream. Drainage networks and streams, catchments (or watersheds), drainage 

divides or ridges are important properties of real landscapes that contribute to the understanding of 

material flows (Burrough & McDonnell, 1998). Accordingly, we used the automatically deriving 
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drainage network from altitude matrix, in this way we calculated the specific catchment area (see 

chapter 3 for more details), after that integrate this method with some results of regionalization 

techniques (see chapter 4), to prepare the channel network of the study area. Figure (2.3) display 

the hydrological network of the study area.  

This map reveals that drainage network is more intense in the central part of the basin (low 

part) and not in the higher parts of the hillslopes. This fit the theoretical interpretation of the 

hydrological network formation in Tabernas Basin mentioned above, in which the depression was 

filled of sediments during the Quaternary, which lead to form the what so-called the great lake of 

Tabernas. The movements of the Betic Mountains during the Pliocene open the depression 

towards the sea, which led to a rapid movement of the sediments leaving the depression (the 

basin) with a dense drainage network.  

 

 
Figure 2.3 Drainage channel network of the study area, thick lines indicate to the main channels where as the fine lines 

shows the secondary channels 

 

Five types of hydraulic erosion were identified in the Tabernas badlands (Cantón et al., 

2001), which could be representatives for the whole study area:  
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1) Rainsplash, the impacts of raindrops during rainstorms contribute to the destruction of the 

regolith layers and to the sealing of cracks, through the clogging role of detached regolith 

particles;  

2) Piping, flow and particle detachment on a crack net work can evolve into the extensive 

development of a net of pipes;  

3) Rills, common micro-forms in badland surfaces, usually reappear during rainfall events and 

are significant in sediment production and water and sediment conveyance;  

4) Shallow mass movements, during rainfall events the unstabilised regolith mass may flow 

towards the valley bottom in the form of small mud or debris flow; and  

5) Deeper mass movements, related to badland initiation and evaluation and their activity 

disorganises the fluvial landscape characteristics.  

The landscape of the study area suggests high rates of erosion (Lázaro, 1995) cause of its 

lithological and relieves characteristics. Wise et al., (1982) in a study of the southeast Iberian 

badlands stated that there is a clear inconsistency between the high erosion rates which one would 

expect from the general visual appearance of the landscape at the persistent of appreciable inter-

fluvial areas untouched by erosion during 4000 years. Because of precipitation scarcity, Tabernas 

watershed shows low active erosion rates (Lázaro, 1995). In a comparison experiment realized by 

López-Bermúdez and Albadalejo (1990) shows that when calculating erosivity values for the 

Spanish Mediterranean Coasts; found that Almería has the lowest values. In the other hand, the 

rate of erosion obtained by Solé et al., (unpublished data) in the Cautivo site, through a simulation 

of 30 minutes rainstorm and intensity of about 55 mm/h, oscillate between 10 g/ m2 in areas of high 

vegetation cover and low inclination, and 500 g/ m2 in the most eroded, lacking of vegetation sites 

and with exposed horizon C. In total an eight year period of erosion measurements has shown, in 

one hand, that the overall erosion in a small badland catchment is quieted reduced to < 4 t ha-1 

year -1 (H flume). In the other hand, the steep and bare south-southwest oriented slopes can 

produce average of > 100 t ha-1 year -1 (laser and pins), while plant covered north-northeast 

oriented slopes gives very low sediments < 0.6 t h -1 year -1 (H flume and micro-plots). 

Nevertheless, the south to north slopes is periodically eroded when enough regolith has been 

prepared by wetting-drying cycles prior to an intense rainfall event able to detach and remove it 

(Solé et al., unpublished data).  

2.5. Vegetation 

The dominant species in the climatic arboreal vegetation in the Iberian southeast is wood of 

evergreen oak with Quercus rotundifolia (“encina”). These are woods of slight height, typically with 

4 layers (tree, shrubs, grass and moss), dense in the most favourable biotypes but, in general 
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rather open and progressively more so as the bioclimatic limits of its area are reached. These 

limits, microclimates apart, are usually near the isoline of 350 mm average annual precipitation. 

Therefore, the evergreen oak forests are found in the southeast above 600-900 m and can reach 

1000 m altitude, since precipitation is orographic; in fact, they delimit the semiarid climate rather 

closely (Puigdefábregas et al., 1994).  

The second important species dominant in the southeast of the Peninsula is the Pines 

where would also be important in places with less soil, mainly dominated by Pinus halepensis in 

the warmer and coastal areas, up to 1500 m altitude, and by P. nigra in some mountain ranges, 

generally above this altitude. Other tree communities such as Populus sp., Quercus sp., etc. can 

be confined and because of the climatic and geomorphic patchiness are reduced to small areas 

and often in fragmentary form. In many areas, river groves and gallery-type woods are practically 

reduced to small residual fragments (Puigdefábregas et al., 1994) because the strongest 

concentration of crops is near watercourses, as is common in the Spanish mediterranean 

environment. 

The natural vegetation cover and especially the evergreen oak trees have been exposed to 

a lot of changes since the past until now because of the human exploitation of these woods mainly 

in charcoal and mining. Now a days, because of the efforts of the ICONA (Instituto Nacional para 

Conservación de la Naturaleza), we can find communities of present tree-life of Pines consists of 

P. halepensis, P. pinaster, P. nigra and P. sylvestris. The evergreen green oaks are reduced to 

more or less small localized spots or scattered groups (Puigdefábregas et al., 1994). 

Below 600 or 900 m altitude the potential vegetation would be more or less dense, high 

brushwood dominated by Rahmnus lycioides, Olea europea var. sylvestrys, Quercus coccifera, 

Ephedra fragilis, Asparagus albus, Pistacia lentiscus Salsola webbi, etc. and more toward the 

coast by Chamaeropes humilis, Maithenus senegalensis, Withania frutescens, Ziziphus lotus, 

Periploca laevigata, etc. But at this lower level the majority of original vegetation disappeared a 

long time ago (because of the man use of these plants or the soil underlying them), in some places 

to the point where it is difficult to identify, and today is substituted by crops, grazing land, areas 

with serial vegetation and human settlements. 

Because of the fragility of these ecosystems, apart from reforested areas are degraded. 

High brushwood are infrequent and cover small areas where small spots with remnants of the 

climax are found, structure which appears when the first noble shrubs begin to become establish, 

such as Rahmnus lycioides. In some places some higher shrubs may be observed with little or no 

presence of climacic species such as Rosmarinus officinalis, various species of Genista, Cistus 
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ladanifer, etc. they are usually dense and survive because of their interest to cynegetics. Thus the 

dominant structures in the present wild vegetation, at a level below the evergreen oaks, are; 

• Tomillar (thyme): dwarf brushwood, and typically in two layers, the upper of chamaephytes 

and the lower of therophytes, and cover between 20 and 50%. Floristically rich and variable with 

numerous endemisms. Forms numerous communities, depending on the substrate, the climate 

and the microclimate as well as the geographic location. Some of the most frequent and typical 

species that we can found in our study site are Anthyllis cyticiodes and A. terniflora, Helianthemum 

almeriense, thymus hyemalis, etc. In more arid sites we can found Salsola genistoides, S. 

papillosa, Anabasis articulate, Euzomodendron bourgaeanum, Launaea lanifera, Limonium 

insigne, etc., and in the most eutrophic Artemisia barrelieri, A. herba-alba, Peganum harmala, 

Zygophyllum fabago, etc. Among the terphytes Stipa capensis, Plantago ovata, P. amplexicaulis, 

Bromus rubnes, Koelpinia linearis, etc. are outstanding. The Tomillar occupies the most degraded, 

arid and most unstable places and, in the most nitrophyllic, act as colonizers, after a pioneering 

therophyte phase or even simultaneously.  

• Espartal (sparto grass): occupies large areas of the perennial pasture lands, dominated by 

Stipa tenacissima & Dactylis hispanica. It usually has a rather herbaceous layer of therophytes, as 

well as geophytes and some chamaephytes. In general, the size of Espartal and its coverage is 

greater than the Tomillar. They are much more homogeneous, less diversified than the Tomillar 

and their floristic wealth is also less. Mixed Espartal - Tomillar formations are not rare, and the 

formation of Espartal grass represents a more advanced step than formation of thymes in 

progressive succession. Typically they occupy the more stable watersheds which have been in 

disuse for some time and are visited less often; on the other hand Stipa tenacissima is not so 

demanding with regard to soil; consequently, sparto grass formation is usually spread equally over 

the high parts of watersheds and in the steeper and rockier areas. Although, as S. tenacissima has 

been rather intensively developed in the region until recent times for its fibber and its dispersion 

has been favoured by man, part of its present distribution is due to human intervention 

(Puigdefábregas et al., 1994). 

• Retamar: formation chiefly dominated by Retama sphaerocarpa, with three layers: the 

upper (2-3 m) made up of more less well-spaced plants of this shrub; the lower, herbaceous, is 

spatially and temporally very variable both in density and floristic composition, and is made up 

mainly of a great variety of therophytes (1-3 dm) such as Brachypodium distachyon, Leysera 

leyeroides, Ifloga spicata, Linaria nigricans, etc. between the two, a layer of very sparse 

chamaephytes (about 4-5 dm high) made up of few species in general more or less nitrophyllic 

pioneers, since these brooms formation are occasionally cultivated and almost permanently used 
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for grazing by animals. This formation, although not as extensive as the above, becomes 

established in flat or slightly slopping places with deep alluvial or colluvium substrates, in general 

rather wide valley floors and in particular, is well represented in the valley between Los Filabres 

and Alhamilla Mountains.  

The region’s serial vegetation is floristically rich and with abundant endimisms, since they 

are in a board ecotone between the European Mediterranean and arid African worlds and because 

of the great number of microhabitats that produce an intersection of climates together with the 

rushed topography and lithological wealth. Gutiérrez (2000) mentioned that in the site of the 

Rambla Honda and the area around had observed 203 taxa: 55 perennials and 148 annuals, in 

addition to different proportion in the biotypes of the typical ecosystems of the Mediterranean and 

deserts matorals. 

The dispersed distribution of the species in patches (or “manchas”) that settle the zone 

followed certain patterns which respond at the special variation of the own heterogeneity of the 

zone (Gutiérrez, 2000). This heterogeneity acts as a damper for the human pressure and probably 

adapts the appearance and the actual permanent of vegetation communities with different 

strategies to survive with the scarcity of water. This heterogeneity is the result of the geomorphic 

processes which operate at different rates over a single landform (Puigdefábregas et al., 2002).  

2.6. Land use 

Gilman and Thornes (1985) wrote in the description of southeast of Spain as the most arid 

zone and in our time one of the poorest in Europe, which produced one of the most rich prehistoric 

sequence in the continent. They mentioned that the arrival of the African and oriental colonists, 

commercialists and explorers had effected the development of the life form in that coastal zone of 

the Iberian Peninsula, but during the Copper and Bronze ages they concentrated in the southeast 

of the Peninsula because of the supposed richness of metallurgic resources. According to them the 

aridity was one of the major factors for the development of life forms in this area.  

In the mid ages, and through the Arabs govern over Andalusia (known as Al-Andalus by the 

Arabs in that time), the southeast of Spain had got sufficient attention in the developments process 

in a lot of sectors mainly in agriculture. Puigdefábregas et al., (1994) mentioned that the main 

changes in land use after the Arab period were:  

 In the 16 - 17 centuries land use changes (after the Christian colonization) appears in the 

forms of a) extension of cereal crops/large sheep stocks, b) transformation of woodlands into wine 

yards and c) pluvial fluctuation of the Modern Age. 
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 From the 1850 -.1920 the expansion of mining activities (lead & iron) that appears in forms 

of the destruction of woodlands for firewood and the expansion of Stipa (which forms the important 

natural plants of that area) harvesting and exportation. Above the all, a dramatic change in the 

demographic distribution leads to dramatically decrease and expanding of agriculture to marginal 

areas and rangelands (Puigdefábregas & del Barrio, 2000). 

 The closing period of twentieth century (1970 onwards) characterized by the a) uncoupling 

and marginalization of the hinterland, b) over exploitation of water resources, and c) salinization of 

soils and aquifers.  

Puigdefábregas and del Barrio (2000) highlighted that this part of the Peninsula was the 

poorest until the development of the last 3 decades of industrialized agriculture based on forced 

cultivation under plastic. Also, in this period movement processes from rural areas to urban areas 

was increased rapidly, causing more and more changes in the demographic structure of Almería 

Province. This area possesses unique characteristics in Western Europe due to the combination of 

three factors: its semi-arid climate, recent tectonic activity and ancient human occupation. This has 

caused the landscape as a whole to be fragile with scant capacity for recovery from perturbations 

(Puigdefábregas et al., 1994).  

In Tabernas desert the land use were restricted to the principle channels (Ramblas), being 

limited to the occasional pasturing, possible harvestings (such as Esparto, asparagus and 

alcaparras) and hunting (Lázaro, 1995). He mentioned also, the existence of a narrow strip of 

cultivation at the edges of the principle channels. But now a day, mainly in the last 10 years, there 

has been some changes for the cultivation because of the access to new water resources (artesian 

wells), it is possible to see, in addition to the natural vegetation, in one hand, fields of cereals and 

orchards of almonds, plums, olives and vineyards in the mountainous and dry areas where it could 

be irrigated or rainfed depending agriculture, and on the other hand orchards of citrus in the banks 

of the permanent channels. On the northern sides (in general) of the Las Filabres and areas of 

more than 700 m of altitude, we can see forests of Pine species and evergreen oak. 

In the desert of Tabernas we can find two main forms of land use: areas of hunting and 

scenarios for filming production (western movies). The hunting in the area in its practice divided 

into preserves (“cotos”), which distribute the hunter groups in the different municipalities. The main 

preys to hunt in this area are the rabbit and the partridge (Lázaro, 1995).  

According to the European CORINE of land use map classification (1993) of the southeast 

of Spain, the study area was classified to several groups or categories, in which appear the above 

mentioned groups with different denomination, in addition another groups or categories have been 

specified that exist in the study area and form a considerable portion of the terrain, figure (2.4) 
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shows the land use map of the study area. The map shows that the study area was classified to 18 

categories, represents all land use forms in the area and described in table (2.1). 

Finally, we have to mention that the category may changed from year to year or from 

season to season because of the clear impact of the human activities in the area, and the changing 

of agricultural practices because of market demands, such as non-irrigated to irrigated agriculture 

or the increment of olive groves and fruit trees over the areas of Natural vegetation. 

 

No. Name of the category  Area (hectare) 

1 Continuous Urban Fabric 116 

2 Discontinuous Urban Fabric 336 

3 Industrial or Commercial Units 88 

4 Mineral Extraction Sites 44 

5 Non-Irrigated Arable Land 944 

6 Permanently Irrigated Land 2004 

7 Vineyards  212 

8 Fruit Trees and Berry Plantations  1992 

9 Olive Groves 40 

10 Annual Crops Associated with Permanent Crops  16 

11 Complex Cultivation Patterns 6420 

12 Agriculture with Significant Areas of Natural Vegetation 18560 

13 Broad-Leaved Forest 572 

14 Coniferous Forest 4736 

15 Sclerophyllous Vegetation  13924 

16 Transitional Woodland-Shrub 852 

17 Sparsely Vegetated Areas 58888 

18 Water Courses 336 
Table 2.1 Land use categories in the study area and the size of the area that occupy each category according to the 
European CORINE.  
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Figure 2.4 Land use classification in the study area according to the European CORINE  
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3. Database of the work 

3.1. Introduction 

In this work we have two types of database: geographical and statistical. The first one 

contains the maps and satellite images and the second consists of the field data surveys.  

A geographical database is a collection of spatially referenced data that acts as a model of 

reality (Felicísimo, 1994). This data has three major components: geographical position, attributes 

or properties and time or dynamics, in other words, where it is, what it is, and when did it exist. On 

the other hand, the definition of a statistical database depends on the type and the aim of the study 

in realize; here in our case it is the data which describes the natural variation of the complement 

database necessary (i.e. vegetation cover) for the hypothesis demonstration. 

The aim of the collected database is to carry out all related analysis necessary for the 

construction and test of the proposed hypothesis about the spatial distribution of the vegetation 

cover and its relation with the geomorphological patterns of the landscape. This database will 

support two levels of analysis; the first one is all related geographical and statistical analysis that 

contributed in the hypothesis construction and include the construction of the Digital Elevation 

Model (DEM), the formation of the physiographical attributes or classes (a combination of the 

topographical variables to generate a classes that represent the terrain or the landscape), the 

construction of Vegetation Indices (a description of the vegetation cover in a quantity form), and 

other statistical analysis to reach the proposed hypothesis. The second level of analysis includes 

all the steps of analysis realized to complete the final formulation of the proposed hypothesis, such 

as Normality test, Kruskal-Wallis test, Tokey-type Nonparametric Multiple Comparison test, and 

Spearman Rank Order Correlation test. 

3.2. The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is an ordered array of numbers that represent the spatial 

distribution of elevations above some arbitrary datum in a landscape. It may consist of elevations 

sampled at discrete points or the average elevation over a specified segment of the landscape, 

although in most cases it is the former. DEMs are a subset of Digital Terrain Models (DTMS) which 

can be defined as ordered arrays of numbers that represent the spatial distribution of terrain 

attributes (Moore et al., 1991).  

3.2.1. Construction of the DEM 

The DEM in this work is a window from a DEM that was computed for the SE of Iberian 

Peninsula (figure 3.1), which was built using a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) model from 
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contour input data. The TIN result can be used to generate a raster image surface, for each raster 

pixel in the output image, an attribute value is calculated. This calculation is based on the positions 

and attributes of the three vertex points of the triangular facet within which the pixel centre falls and 

the position of the pixel centre. In this case, the TIN model was used to interpolate a 30 m grid 

(spatial resolution). The procedure was developed using IDRISI (Eastman, 2001). 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Digital Elevation Model of the study area 

 
The input data consist of digitized 20m contours from the corresponding 1:50.000 

topographic maps of the Spanish Military Geographic Service Series L. The original data is 

referenced to the UTM Zone 30 system; projection Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM), using 

the European 1950 Datum and the ellipsoid is International. 

3.2.2. Topographic variables  

It is possible to construct from a DEM a group of digital models, which represent derived 

variables for the topography without intervention of auxiliary variables or extra information, which is 

known as topographic variables or attributes (Felicísimo, 1994). Topographic attributes can be 

divided into primary and secondary attributes (Moore et al., 1991). The first is directly calculated 

from the DEM and include variables such as elevation and slop; this category can be used directly 

in processes modelling (Moore et al., 1991). Secondary attributes (compound attributes) involve 
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combinations of the primary attributes and are indices that describe or characterize the spatial 

variability of specific processes occurring in the landscape such as soil water content distribution or 

the potential for sheet erosion. The compound indices can be used as surrogates of very complex 

hydrological, Geomorphological and biological processes. For example Moore et al., (1991) 

mentioned that the susceptibility of the landscape to sheet and rill erosion can be initially estimated 

using only topographic data.  

3.2.2.1. Primary topographic attributes 

Speight (1974) described over 20 topographic attributes that derived directly from the DEM, 

which can be used to describe the landforms; in our case five of these twenty have been used in 

the analysis process, identified as follows: 

1. Slop angle or slop steepness (SLO): defined by a plane tangent to the surface to the 

surface as modelled by the DEM at any given point (Burrough & McDonnell, 1998) and calculated 

as the steepest gradient in a moving window of 3×3 cell kernel (figure 3.2). An important 

topographic attribute, used in many geomorphological and topographical applications such as 

Universal Soil Loss Equation USLE (Moore et al., 1991).  

2. Aspect or azimuth (ASP): de fined as the compass direction of the maximum rate of change 

of altitude (Burrough et al., 1998), and calculated as the azimuth of the steepest gradient in a 

moving window of 3×3 cells. Also, have wide applications such as to assess erosion hazards 

(Moore et al., 1991), insolation and wind exposure (figure 3.3). 

3. Specific catchment area (AREA): calculated as the number of upstream cells draining to a 

target cell, using a single drainage direction algorithm (Quinn et al., 1991; Moore et al., 1993). This 

is a measure of surface or shallow subsurface runoff at a given point on the landscape, and it 

integrates the effects of upslope contributing area and catchment convergence and divergence on 

runoff (figure 3.4).  

4. Plan curvature or convexity (PLAN): represents the flow convergence in the terrain, and 

calculated as the first derivative of slop aspect (figure 3.5). 

5. Profile curvature or convexity (PROF): represents the flow acceleration, and calculated as 

the first derivative of slop angle (figure 3.6), and it is an important determinant of erosion and 

deposition processes at the hillslope scale (Moore et al., 1991). Both, PLAN & PROF are 

measured in degrees per unit of distance (Burrough & McDonnell, 1998). 
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Figure 3.2 Slope (SLO) attribute for the study area  
 

 
Figure 3.3 Aspect (ASP) attribute of the study area  
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Figure 3.4 Specific catchment area (ARE) attribute of the study area 
 

 
Figure 3.5 Plan Curvature (PLC) attribute of the study area  
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Figure 3.6 Profile Curvature (PFC) attribute of the study area  
 
6. Here, in our case, the altitude (DEM) was used as a topographic attribute in the analysis 

processes because it conveys the potential energy for sediment transferences across the 

landscape (figure 3.1). The altitude has a wide range of utilizations, in addition to our case it was 

used as an indirect means of accounting for spatial variations in temperature and/or precipitation 

(Moore et al., 19991).  

 

3.2.2.2. Compound topographic attributes  
We have used 3 analytically derived compound topographic indices, identified as follows: 

 

1. Soil water content and surface saturation zones or variable source areas for runoff 

generation -wetness index - (WET): calculated as the natural logarithm of the ratio of specific 

catchment area and the tangent of the local slop angle (Beven & Kirkby, 1979) as represented in 

the following equation: 

W= ln (As / tan ) 

where As is the specific catchment area 

 is the slop  

This attribute indicates the potential humidity and is directly proportional to drainage area 

and inversely proportional to the terrain capacity to drainage evacuation (figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.7 Wetness Index (WET) attribute of the study area  
 
2. Distance from the Channels (STRD): a distance/proximity surface, where distance is 

measured as the cumulative cost (in terms of effort, expense, etc.) in moving over a friction 

surface, this variable was calculated through the reclassification of the (ARA) variable to principle 

channels, then calculate the distance to these channels in one unite moving distance (figure 3.8). 

 

3. Length-slope factor (LSF): that accounts for the effects of topography on erosion 

(Wischmeier & Smith, 1978). To predict potential sediment transport at appoint in the landscape, 

the LSF can be derived as (Moore et al., 1991):  

LSF= (n+1)(As 22.13)n (sin  / 0.0896)m  

where n and m are constants and equal to 0.6 and 1.3, respectively. 

According to Moore et al (1991) this variable with another two factors (R rainfall and runoff 

erosivity factor and k the erodibility factor) can be used to evaluate the physical potential for sheet 

and rill erosion in upland catchments (figure 3.9).  
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Figure 3.8 Distance from the Channels (STRD) attribute for the study area  
 
 

 
Figure 3.9 Length-Slope Factor (LSF) attribute of the study area  
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In general, these topographic variables were derived from the DEM utilizing the PC Raster 

program for the AREA, PLF, and PCF and IDRISI program for the SLO, ASP, LSF, STRD, and 

WET. In our work, we use the topographic variables or attributes because the distribution of the 

vegetation is related directly with water distribution in the terrain, and the best variables that can 

describe the water content distribution are the topographical variables.  

3.3. Selection of the satellite images  

As we mentioned earlier the main objective of this study is to monitor land cover changes 

by detecting the sequence of the vegetation cover and its relation with the topographic patterns in 

arid landscape. For this purpose the low and high resolution images seems to be suitable for the 

purpose. For the two cases, vegetation indices suitable for arid environments can be calculated to 

indicate to the state and vegetation cover density. In our case, it seems that the Landsat Thematic 

Mapper platforms and sensors are the most suitable with high spatial resolution (30 m). 

3.3.1. Characteristics of Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) images  

The Landsat system is a space-based land observation system that began its work in 1972 

and has now continuously monitored the Earth’s land areas for nearly three decades (Goward, 

2001). It was anticipated that resource and environmental monitoring would be the primary goal of 

Landsat, with an emphasis on basic mapping of geology, crops, and pollution events. A group of 

Satellites (various combinations 1, 2, …, 7) that orbited the earth in sun-synchronous orbits every 

103 minutes – 14 times each day. After 251 orbits-completed every 18 days Landsat pass over the 

same place on the earth to produce repetitive coverage (Campbell, 1996). The system that works 

these days is the Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+), each combination of the 

group has its own characteristics. The one that we are using in our work is the Landsat 7 Thematic 

Mapper (TM); this version has some improved characteristics from the previous ones, and 

completes the coverage cycle in 233 orbits (16 days). With the Thematic Mapper sensors it was 

possible to obtain finer spatial resolution, improved geometric fidelity, greater radiometric detail, 

and more detailed spectral information in more precisely defined spectral region (Campbell, 1996). 

The TM record seven spectral bands (arranged ascending as the following: blue-green, green, red, 

near infrared, mid infrared, far infrared –thermal- and mid infrared) with spatial resolution of about 

30m for each band and 15 m for the panchromatic channel. The image swath is of about 185 km. 

3.3.2. Dates and coordinates of the image 

The image of the Satellite was acquired at the 15 of April of 1996, at 09:53 UTC, the 

Azimuth 122.6° and the elevation of the sun above the horizon is of 48°and 58 minutes and 3 
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seconds, which equals 48.96°. The image has the following coordinates: Xmin 520000, Xmax 

626020, Ymin 4065000 and Ymax 4170000.  

3.3.3. Geometric and Radiometric correction  

One of the challenges to satellite- based land cover characterization is removing or 

normalizing the noises arising from atmospheric effect, changing view and illumination geometry, 

and instrument errors (Huang et al., 2002). Such noises hinder the ability to derive land surface 

information reliably and consistently. Felicísimo et al., (1990) mentioned that a good interpretation 

of the satellite image data require a preliminary correction in the analysis process, both geometric 

and radiometric. 

3.3.3.1. Geometric Correction 

It is a method of reorienting the data to satisfy the specific desires and project requirements 

of the data user. Geometric correction and image enhancement were carried out by Boer in 1996 

utilizing almost 150 control points, with Root Mean Square Error of less than one pixel (< 30 m).  

3.3.3.2. Radiometric correction  
The oblique illumination and irregular topography generate some illumination and shade 

effects that modify the reflected radiance from the surface. A great number of works and papers 

(Justice et al., 1981; Civico, 1989; Colby, 1991; Hill et al., 1995; Du et al., 2002; Huang et al., 

2002) had been prepared to accommodate this problem. Here, in our work, we are going to use a 

special method for the correction of the topographic effect based on using the Digital Elevation 

Model (DEM), the values of direct and diffuse illumination, and the sun coordinates, prepared by 

Felicísimo and García-Manteca (1990). The correction process was realized through the IDRISI 

program and includes the calculation of the reflected radiation (both direct and diffuse) from the 

terrain (in a Lambart model) then calculates the correction factor and multiply it with the bands of 

the image, according to the following steps:  

1. For some surfaces, the fraction of reflected radiation at the sensor depends basically at the 

orientation in front of the solar vector. The modelling of this variable could be realized by knowing 

the slope and the orientation (aspect) of each point in the area, values of the azimuth and sun 

elevation angle, and the relation between the direct and diffuse radiation. A digital terrain model 

could be expressed as a joint values of Z(x,y), where Z in the considered variable correspond to 

the (x,y) point. In an equivalent form, the reflection model assign un value L(x,y) to each point in 

the terrain. The value of L depends basically on the following variables:  

 a, the albedo of the surface (0<a<1).  

 E0, irradiation (Wm-2) measured perpendicularly at the solar vector.  
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 Type of illumination (direct or diffuse) 

 Type of reflection from the surface (Lambert or Minnaert), in this work we used the Lambert 

model. 

 Local geometry  

2. First we have to calculate the pending in North-East direction (p) and in South-West 

direction (q), according to the following equations: 

p(x,y) = j f(x,y) / jx = [f(x+1,y) – f (x-1,y) / 2Δx  (1) 

This equation was realized through the IDRISI utilizing Filter command with 3Χ3 kernel window in 

the following form 

0 0 0 

-1 0 +1 

0 0 0 

 

q(x,y) = j f(x,y) / jy = [f(x,y+1) – f (x,y-1) / 2Δy  (2) 

Also this equation was realized as the above with the following form  

 

0 -1 0 

0 0 0 

0 +1 0 

 

3. The image was taken in the 15th of April at 9:53 UTC, at that time the sun variables had the 

following values: Azimuth (AZ) = 122.6°, the sun elevation over the horizon equals 48° 58 minutes 

and 3 seconds = 48.96°. The complement (AS) is 90 – 48.96= 41.04° so the gradient of a 

perpendicular surface at the solar vector can be calculated by ps, qs 

 

ps = - cos AZ * tan AS     (3) 

ps = 0.468   ps2 = 0.219 

 

qs = - sin AZ * tan AS      (4) 

qs = - 0.732   qs2 = 0.535 
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4. Calculation of the illumination: The illumination on the 15th of April, 1996 at 9:53 UTC was of 

797.9 w/m2 (Domingo et al., 1996) and when we calculated the illumination of the perpendicular 

surface at the solar vector it was 1180 w/m2 (Barbero, 2002). On that day, there were some clouds, 

for that reason we considered that the relation between the direct and diffuse illumination as 90 / 

10, respectively. Therefore, the direct illumination is about  

1180 * 90 / 100 = 1062 w/m2  (5) 

and the diffuse illumination is about  

1180 * 10 / 100 = 118 w/m2  (6) 

 

5. Taking into account all the mentioned above, the reflection model, which assigns the value 

L to each point of (x,y) coordinates, can be expressed in the following form: 

L (x,y) = R (p,q)    (7) 

where R is the value of the reflection assign to a surface with (p,q) gradient, in front of the 

solar vector (ps,qs).  

The values of R can be calculated directly from the DEM using the equations of Horn and 

Sjoberg (1979), as the following: 

 for the direct illumination  

R (p,q) = E0 /p * a * (n / (d1 * d2))   (8) 

where n = 1 + (p * ps) + (q * qs) 

   d1 = sqrt (1 + p2 + q2)  

  d2 = sqrt (1 + ps2 + qs2)  

   a = 0.15 (Domingo et al., 2000), assuming that a is constant in all the terrain. 

 for the diffuse illumination  

R (p,q) = L0 / 2 * a * (1 + 1 / sqrt (1 + p2 + q2).   (9) 

where L0 is the diffuse radiation  

6. Afterwards we calculated the directed and diffuse radiation from equation 5 & 6 and sum 

the results to obtain the radiation total R (i), as shown in figure 3.10. Calculation of the reflection 

value estimated for a horizontal surface: in this case p = q = 0, and with the previous a assumption 

that the direct illumination is 90% and the diffuse one is 10%, so we got the following: 
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 direct radiation (r1) = (718.1 / 3.1415) * (0.15) * (1 / 1.325)   

   (r1) = 25.88    (10) 

 diffuse radition (r2) = (79.97 / 2) * (0.15) * (1+ (1/sqrt 1)) 

   (r2) = 11.97     (11) 

The total radiation for a horizontal surface will be  

(r1) + (r2) = 3.7.7 = RM(h)  (12) 

 

 
Figure 3.10 The total radiation in the study area after summing the direct and diffuse ones 

 

7. We named RM(h) the reflected value of a horizontal surface, and RM(i) is the 

corresponding point in the terrain (in this case the reflected radiation of a normal surface), so the 

coefficient for the effect of the topography will be calculated as the following: 

RM(h) / RM(i) = K(i)   (13) 

where the value of K(i) can be more, less or equal to the value of the same point (i) at the image.  
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This depends on its gradient in front of the light and the existence of shade. For instance, 

the values less than 1 will suggest that orientation directed to the light and the absence of 

topographic shading, figure (3.11) shows the values of K(i). In this case we can see that some 

values extend to more than 1.999. The effect of the topographic shading explains these high 

values. When we tried to assess the shaded area using another program (PC Raster), the 

calculations gave us no shaded areas exist in that time. However, in reality at that time (15 of April 

at 09:53 UTM) there was some shade and we couldn’t eliminate its effect. So we were obligated to 

ignore these values, because we didn’t have the suitable programme to calculate the shade and 

because these extreme values (more than 1.999) represent less than 1% of the total image. 

 
Figure 3.11 The correction factor for the Landsat Image for the study area 

 

8. the correction of the Landsat TM image: if we suppose that the real digital values of the 

Landsat TM image are RL(i), the correction will be realized according to the following equation 

RL`(i) = RL(i) * K(i)     (14) 

where RL`(i) corrected value for the pixel i in the image 

RL(i) observed value for the pixel i in the image 

Figures (3.12 & 3.13) show a false composite image for the study area before and after the 

correction process.  
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Figure 3.12 Landsat image of the study area before the radiometric correction 
 

 
Figure 3.13 Landsat image of the study area after the radiometric correction 
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The black colour shows the cloud distribution in the study area in the moment of taking the 

image. The magnitude and the thickness of the could play a significant role in determining the 

amount of the reflected radiation captured by the sensor, so these clouds form a natural barrier 

prevent the penetration of the radiation. These barriers form a great problem in the moment of 

determining the amount of light reflected from the earth surface, in addition, in some cases play as 

a disturbance source by allowing in some sites (in areas where the clouds not enough thick) the 

penetration of some reflected light forming noise values in the sensor and didn’t represent the real 

values of the earth surface. For so, to avoid this problem we were obligated to construct a mask 

image to all the sites that have abrupt change in the values of the reflected radiation, which 

appears as a black colour in the image. Another important factor, that might affect the correction 

process and increase the RMS errors, is assuming that the ration between direct/diffuse radiation 

to be as 90/10. This is an arbitrary distribution and where considered so according to personal 

estimations of the study area. Also, the albedo where assumed to be uniform (0.15) throughout the 

area, but in reality this value represent a part of the terrain which is the Rambla Honda field site. 

This assumption also decreases the size of the RMS error in the image. Finally, the image seems 

to be over-corrected, which might be justified because of the above mentioned reasons or the 

correction method itself is not suitable for the programme used in the correction process. Although 

of these obstacles, the corrected image reflects the relative differences between the localizations 

better than the non-corrected image. 

3.4. Field campaign survey  

After realizing the statistical analysis and the construction of the primary hypothesis, it was 

necessary to realize a field survey, for two important reasons: 

1. To compare the result that we got from the analysis with what we have in the field. This was 

in order to improve the hypothesis that we formulated  

2. After realizing the statistical analysis abnormal values have appeared in the values of the 

vegetation density in the Image of the Vegetation Index. These values had shown a deviation on 

the two sides (more or less vegetation) of the 25-75% of the total amount of the normal distribution 

of the vegetation cover in each of the physiographical attribute (topographical classes), so it was 

necessary to investigate the nature of these values and why they existed in that part of the terrain. 

Accordingly, three sample points for each class variable of the study area was selected. 

These points represent a high, low and normal value respectively. In addition, we divided the 

terrain to 3 levels of altitudes (see chapter 4 for more details); each level represents the landscape 

of the area, and so in total we obtained 118 points. Because our interest is just to see the abnormal 
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values so these points were reduced to represent just only high and low values. Finally, we 

obtained 82 points that represents almost all topographic classes in the three levels of the 

landscape of the study area. 

Each picked point represents a cell in the image, in which the cell in the Landsat TM has a 

size of 30Χ30 m resolution. Each point or patch represents this size, but to ensure that the patch 

represents the information within the image and to avoid any errors that may arise from using of 

the GPS, we chose a patch of 90Χ90 m to evade the RMS error of the GPS used (about 25 m) and 

the radiometric contamination by surrounding pixels of different properties. In the case of streams 

and channels we tried to choose three consecutive pixels, to represent the patch. This process 

insures avoiding the RMS errors in the channels and stream forms in the terrain, since these 

landforms have the line shape in the image. After that we tried to look at the homogeneity in each 

patch, to ensure that it represent the class variable and not a group of extended and isolated trees 

or shrubs.  

Later on, a survey form was prepared (see appendix for the survey form) in which we tried 

to explain all the related information of each patch, such as coordinates, location altitude, 

description of the terrain, type of plants, type of soils, shape of the patch, etc. 

The field visit began in the 8th of July and extended to the 19th of the same month (a totally 

of 7 days), in which we gathered information from all locations that we could reach. Here in this 

context, we have to mention that the six year span (i.e. the time between the date of image 

generation until the date of the field visit) may involve some changes in the landscape, but because 

the rural economy has been rather stable during this period, we assumed that no significant 

changes have occurred in the natural vegetation on hillslopes. We faced some obstacles that 

prevented us from reaching some patches, such as the existence of preserved areas for hunting 

(“cotos de caza”), closed areas for special owners prepared for the hunting purposes. 
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4. Methodology of the analysis 

4.1. Introduction 

The selected study area (SE of Spain) with its topographic and climatic characteristics (arid 

environment with abrupt topography) permits the study of desertification forms and effects. Long 

term monitoring of these effects is a complicated process, pass through the detection and the 

evaluation of the spatial distribution of the vegetation cover. On one hand, the control exerted by 

topography on the movement of water within the landscape is fundamental in the prediction of flow 

water characteristics (Moore et al., 1991), and on the other hand, water distribution is a major 

factor determining the distribution and abundance of flora and fauna in a landscape (Moore et al., 

1993). The new monitoring techniques of satellite remote sensing present definite advantages to 

monitor and detect land surface cover (Vestraete & Pinty, 1991). For so, topographic variables and 

satellite images are considered as the best approximation to assess vegetation density in the 

landscape. 

Accordingly, 9 topographic variables that affect water distribution in the landscape was 

selected and analyzed to produce representative physiographical classes (del Barrio et al., 1996) 

that surrogate the distribution of the water through the topographical variables. Afterward, a map 

was created from available satellite images, which shows vegetation distribution in the landscape 

and describes the vegetation density in these physiographical classes. Later on, the two 

components were joined in GIS and statistical programs, in order to analyze the relationship 

between the spatial distribution of the vegetation cover and the topographic landforms over a 

semiarid landscape. The form of the distribution was validated through the field visit and other 

related statistical analysis processes.  

4.2. Spatial and relief analysis (regionalization process) 

In land resources surveys it is impossible to sample, systematically, large areas of complex 

terrain with limited field visits (del Barrio et al., 1996), many of these surveys are based on a 

reduced number of field sites than would be desirable. The representativeness of the selected field 

sites is rarely quantified and is often rather based on the perception and experience of the 

surveyors than on objective criteria (del Barrio et al., 1996). As we mentioned before, derived 

topographic variables are widely used to describe potential effects of the topography on the re-

distribution of water, sediments and soil types (indicators for land degradation and soil erosion 

assessment) (Moore et al, 1991). These variables or attributes can be used to generate a 

representative set of classes for the terrain form (physiographical defined classes) analysis and 

observations (del Barrio et al., 1996).  
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Accordingly, to classify the study area we used a Numerical Taxonomy (NT) classification 

on the terrain attributes (raster overlays) to produce a subset of classes named as physiographic 

classes (topographic classes, named so because their generation is based on the use of the 

topographic variables). The classification process aims at identifying the main topographic 

contributions of the area for detail terrain analysis and field observations (del Barrio et al., 1996). 

This process was realized using the PATN program (Belbin, 1995). PATN is a multiple-use 

program useful for large data set analysis, used mainly for: a) data exploration through the 

ordination of data, clustering analysis, and network techniques or linkage between objects; b) data 

reduction (reducing the number of attributes or objects; c) hypothesis generation; and d) 

hypothesis testing.  

4.2.1. Physiographic land classification technique or Regionalization  

The regionalization process was realized according to the following steps: 

1. We merged the topographic attributes (raster overlays) to form a matrix, here, in our case 

we have 9 raster overlays each attribute contain 1068 columns and 1142 rows, so a large data 

matrix was formed with 9 columns and 1,219,656 rows, which represent the number of the 

attributes and the number of non background cells in each overlay. This process was realized by 

Idrmat 34 program (del Barrio, unpublished code). 

2. The NT was performed using the PATN program to realize a Non-Hierarchical (NH) 

classification procedures on the grid cells of the matrix, the reason for not using the more 

conventional Sequential Agglomerative Hierarchical Non Overlapping approach (SAHN) (Sneath & 

Sokal, 1973) is that the NH algorithms aim at optimizing partitions of the data, and do not require a 

previous association matrix (del Barrio et al., 1996). The matrix was classified using ALOC, a non 

hierarchical clustering algorithm (Belbin, 1995). The classification process was realized with Gower 

Metric index (measure of association), to produce 26 objectives (preliminary classes). Then the 26 

objectives were clustered by SAHN -Sequential Agglomerative Hierarchical Combinatorial- (Sneath 

& Sokal, 1973). The median centroids of the objectives were fused using flexible UPGMA, and the 

resulting dendrogram (see appendix for the dendrogram information) was cut at the appropriate 

level to produce 12 final physiographic classes. 

3. Production of a group affinity vector, to be exported as a new raster overlay, which is a 

simply a set of 1,219,656 members in the same order as the original data matrix, where each 

number refer to the class membership.  
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4. Statistics (Box and Whisker graphs) and GIS procedures to interpret and investigate the 

characteristics of the 12 physiographic classes and their spatial domain to produce the final 12 

topographic classes (Fig. 4.1) 

As we see in figure (4.1) the regionalization process is a multivariate analysis method (for 

the topographic variables) that produces a description map based on the sort of variables used (in 

our case topographic ones). The final result was a topographical description, in which we divided 

the terrain to 12 classes or categories, each class might be assessed in terms of the 9 topographic 

variables (mentioned earlier) effect, and were visually interpreted according to their appearance in 

the map of regionalization as the following: 

1. footslopes (FOT) 

2. alluvial zones (AZO) 

3. planar or convex midslopes (PCM) 

4. steep footslopes (SFO) 

5. concave midslopes (CMI) 

6. low altitude divides (LAD) 

7. high altitude divides (HAD) 

8. high altitude, sun facing steep upperslopes (HSS) 

9. high altitude upperslopes (HAU) 

10. lower stream channels (LSC) 

11. upper stream channels (USC) 

12. principle channels (PCH) 

These classes facilitate the analysis and the investigation process of the terrain landform 

according to the aim of the study required. To understand the distribution of these classes in the 

landscape we represented them in a schematic sketch shows the distribution of these categories in 

the landscape according to their position in the terrain (scheme 4.1). Here, in this work, we refer to 

high, mid and low according to the position in the context of the constructed map (regionalization 

map). For so, we refer to HAD, LAD, HSS, HAU and USC as classes occupy high positions in the 

terrain. The mid parts of the terrain are the classes PCM and CMI. Finally, the low parts of the 

terrain are FOT, AZO, SFO, LSC and PCH. This classification has no relation with the altitude as a 

measurement of elevation and was selected to avoid the miss conceptual understanding of the 

word high, where in our case it means category that occupy high parts of the terrain and not height 

above sea level. 
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Figure 4.1 Topographic classes resulted from regionalization process for the study area  
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Sketch 4.1 All categories of the regionalization in the study area arranged according to their appearance in the landscape. The abbreviations are always as follows: high 

altitude divides (HAD), upper stream channels (USC), low altitude divides (LAD), high altitude upper-slopes, (HAU), high altitude, sun-facing steep upper-slopes (HSS), 

planar or convex midslopes (PCM), principle channels (PCH), concave midslopes (CMI), steep footslopes (SFO), lower stream channels (LSC), alluvial zones (AZO) and 

footslopes (FOT).
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4.3. Selection of vegetation indices  

Monitoring trends in land condition is a key element in land degradation and desertification 

processes (Puigdefábregas & del Barrio, 2000). Land degradation assessment method is 

essentially based on a comparison of actual vegetation density with a reference density (Boer, 

1999). Vegetation density can be expressed in a number of ways, such as the number of plants 

per unit surface area or in terms of biomass unit per surface area. Here, the focus is on the 

vegetation as the surface (in vigour) captures and reflects the atmospherical radiometric radiation, 

and hence vegetation density is the expression of the surface area of vigour foliage per ground 

surface area. 

Operational monitoring of plant cover in large areas commonly relies on vegetation indices 

(VIs) that are determined by using remotely sensed data (Puigdefábregas et al., 1999). Vegetation 

indices (VIs) are radiometric measures of the spatial and temporal patterns of vegetation 

photosynthetic activity that are related to canopy biophysical variables such as leaf area index -

LAI- (is the total surface are of the leafs per unit of ground surface), fractional vegetation cover, 

biomass, etc (Gilabert et al., 2002). These VIs are usually formed from combinations of several 

spectral values in a manner designed to yield a single value that indicates to the amount of vigour 

or vegetation within a pixel (Campbell, 1996). The simplest form of VIs is simply a ratio between 

two digital values from separate spectral bands. These Ratios are effective in enhancing or 

revealing latent information when there is an inverse relationship between two spectral responses 

to the same biophysical phenomenon (Campbell, 1996), so if two features have quite different 

spectral responses, the ratio between the two values provides a single value that concisely 

expresses the contrast between the two reflectances and is the base for VIs. For living vegetation, 

chlorophyll or pigment material responsible for photosynthesis process absorbs much of the red 

light (R) in the spectrum, and mesophyll tissues caused a strong reflection for the near infrared 

light (NIR), ensuring a high difference ratio RI/R in light reflectance of the leave structure.  

This ratio can be applied with digital values from any remote sensing system (Campbell, 

1996) to produce distinct vegetation indices that have been employed in two separate types of 

researches: a) identifying biologic properties of plants such as remote monitoring of the growth and 

productivity of specific crops; and b) mapping devices: to classify land cover types (Skidmore, 

1989), assist in image classification, separate vegetated from non vegetated areas, distinguish 

between different types and densities of vegetation (Campbell, 1996) and mapping of large 

ecological unites (Goward et al., 1985). 

VIs has been developed through the use and over the time that they began to use, Jackson 

and Huete (1991) classify VIs into the following:  
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1. Slope-based VIs: named so because any particular value of the index can be produced by 

a set of red/infrared reflectance values. The most commonly used of this group is the Normalized 

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Rouse et al., 1974), and represented by the following 

equation:  

NDVI = NIR-R / NIR+R 

2. Distance-based VIs: based on measuring the degree of vegetation present by gauging the 

difference of any pixel’s reflectance from the reflectance of the bare soil line, such as the 

Perpendicular Vegetation Index (PVI) (Richardson & Wiegand, 1977) and calculated as the 

following: 

PVI = (NIR-Br-A) / sqrt (1+B2) 

 where A is the intercept of the soil line  

B is the slope of the soil line  

3. Orthogonal transformation: undertake a transformation of the available spectral bands to 

form a new set of uncorrelated bands within which a green vegetation index band can be defined, 

such as the Tasseled Cap (Kauth & Thomas, 1976). 

Presently, VIs have a diverse enormous uses as quantitative tools and measurements, 

Boer (1999) mentioned a group of science uses for VIs, such as rangeland, agriculture and forestry 

science; measurement of energy,  water and carbon fluxes between the earth surface and the 

atmosphere; and Global Environmental Monitoring.  

The selected study area of the SE Iberian Peninsula is a semiarid environment 

characterised by disperse vegetation cover in most cases with soil types of bright colours such as 

limestone and shale, which favour the high values of soil reflectance. In addition, the complex 

topographic relieves such as steep mountains inclination, deeply incised V-shaped valleys to 

undulating plains, favourable the creation of a high diverse in the reflectance characteristics of the 

area.  

The type of satellite image that we have is Landsat TM. For these facts, it was a mater to 

choose between two types of VIs, the first is the NDVI in order to separates green vegetation from 

its background soil brightness, and retain the ability to minimize topographic effects while 

producing a linear measurement scale, division by zero errors are significantly reduced, and the 

measurement scale has the desirable property of ranging from -1 to 1 with 0 representing no 

vegetation. The second one is the SAVI suggested by Huete (1988), particularly important for arid 

and semi arid environments because it intended to minimizes the effects of soil background on the 
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vegetation signal, and the possibility to distinguish between vegetation cover (values between 0-1), 

soil (value = 0), and water bodies and courses (values 0=1). The SAVI requires the derivation of 

soil line, and it was impossible to do so without realizing the NDVI and then calibrating the resulted 

values, but the calibration process was difficult to realize because of the clouds distribution in the 

image, which made it impossible to identify the soil line, therefore we decided to use the NDVI. 

The NDVI map was realized through the IDRISI program after the geometric and 

radiometric correction of the Landsat bands, using the Band 3 as the red band and the band 4 as 

the infrared band (fig. 4.2). The resulting image reveals patches of different sizes with value of 

zero, distributed all over the terrain with concentration in the western part of Sierra Filabres and the 

eastern part of Sierra Nevada. These patches represent the areas covered by clouds, where 

detection of the vegetation cover was impossible or disturbed by the clouds effect. For so, 

identification the bare soil with no vegetation cover was little difficult. 

 

 
Figure 4.2 NDVI values in the study area 
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4.4. Proposed hypothesis and statistical analysis  

4.4.1. Proposed hypothesis  

In dry Mediterranean landscapes, water is the main factor that controls vegetation 

distribution, but also, water redistribution is controlled by topographic landforms, thus topography 

explains vegetation distribution in the landscape. The regionalization process, as mentioned 

earlier, is a reclassification process for the topographic variables to produce a topographical 

description for the terrain, in other words topographic classes describe the landscape according to 

the variable used in that process. In this work we used topographic variables that includes 

variables describe water distribution in the terrain (e.g. Wetness Index); accordingly, vegetation 

density in the landscape was explained by these variables. This implies two important points: the 

first one is how the vegetation cover distribution takes place in the terrain, and the second is using 

the topographic regionalization as a validation method for landscape stratification (Del Barrio, 

unpublished code). Therefore, we supposed that the vegetation cover (density) is changed 

according to relief forms (“relief forms” and “topographic classes” or categories of regionalization” 

that we have construct in the regionalization process are used synonymously in this work). So, the 

spatial distribution of the vegetation cover is changed according to the position of the relief forms, 

in other words the vegetation cover density is distributed in the terrain according to the topographic 

classes that form the landscape. Of course, this distribution could be affected by different factors, 

human or natural, observed in the study area that will be handled in the coming chapters. 

4.4.2. Statistical analysis  

In this work we have applied a group of nonparametric statistical analysis, differing according to 

the case and the stage of the work, in which we have tried to test and improve the proposed 

hypothesis. In general we have analyzed the work in three directions: 

1. Analysis of the study area as a whole (general term): where we tried to reach and formulate the 

hypothesis we proposed, in other words testing the basic hypothesis.  

2. Analysis of the study area in levels: accounts for differences in altitude due to land use 

practices and types. A method to demonstrate and improve the hypothesis and the results that 

we reached above by demonstrating that applying the hypothesis to any part of the terrain will 

be accepted and approved; also to account the effect of the precipitation amounts because, as 

we mentioned earlier, the amount of precipitation changes according to the altitude, in which 

the high parts of the terrain receive more precipitation than low ones. 

3. Analysis of the field visit: explain and clarify the proposed hypothesis and validation of the 

analysis with observations on the terrain (what we have in reality).  
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4.4.2.1. Analysis of the study area as a whole  

As we mentioned earlier the aim of this analysis was to formulate the hypothesis we 

assumed that is in arid zones the vegetation cover trends to be distributed according to 

topographic classes, for that purpose we selected 5000 sample points to represent the whole 

study area (the twelve topographic classes) utilizing the stratified sampling scheme for the 

distribution of these points through the IDRISI and STATISTICA programmes. In order to reach 

this assumption we tried to shed light on two important points: 

 If the vegetation in these classes looks alike or if there is a significant difference between 

the classes;  

 And/or if the difference is just in one class or category. 

Accordingly, the following tests were realized: 

1. Test of Normality: Has been applied to know whether to use parametric or nonparametric 

analysis. Normal distribution indicates the using of parametric analysis, whereas non-normal 

distribution means the using of nonparametric analysis. This test was realized over the vegetation 

index image (NDVI), to know if the values of the image have a normal distribution or not. In our 

case we applied Shapiro-Wilk W test (Shapiro et al., 1968), which based on the maximum 

difference between the sample cumulative distribution and the theoretical cumulative distribution. 

2. Kruskal-Wallis test: The second step in the analysis process usually used when the null 

hypothesis of the normal distribution is rejected. A nonparametric test, apply to decide whether the 

independent samples are from different populations or not. In other words, to see if the vegetation 

of these categories belong to the same population. Here the null hypothesis proposed that the 

different samples (values of the NDVI) of our comparison for each category of the regionalization 

were drawn from the same distribution or from distributions with the same median. 

3. Tukey-type Nonparametric Multiple Comparison test: After rejecting the null hypothesis 

in the nonparametric kruscall-wallis we applied the nonparametric multiple comparison test to 

determine if the samples has significant differences. In other words to demonstrate the difference 

between the categories, and to show if the difference is just in one category. 

4. Spearman Rank Order Correlation test: In our study we tried to demonstrate the relation 

between topographic classes and vegetation density. Topographic classes were constructed from 

topographic variables that show a relation with water distribution in the terrain or explain soil water 

content distribution in the landscape. Also these classes are instruments utilized to form and 

examine the most prominent values of the individual topographic variables. In addition, vegetation 
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density is related directly to the soil water content and its distribution, so by this test we tried to 

study the relation between some of these variables (SLO, SIZ, LSFL and ATB), which we can call 

water related variables, and the vegetation density index (NDVI) to test the weight and the 

tendency of these variables. In other words, to know the influence of water related variables on 

vegetation cover density.  

4.4.2.2. Analysis of the study area in levels  

A more detail studies have been carried out at the study area aimed at proving the 

hypothesis by demonstrating that applying the proposed hypothesis to certain levels in the terrain 

will be accepted and approved. In this step, we divided the study area to three levels according to 

their altitude, 700 m for each one. The division of the terrain to three levels aims to account for the 

effect of precipitation and land use, which permits the study of the vegetation cover density in 

different landform categories in the study area. According to the DEM of the study site the lowest 

point is of about 111 m a.s.l. and the highest is of about 2168 m a.s.l. so we obtained the following 

divisions of the three levels: The first one is from 100-800 m a.s.l., the second one is from 800-

1500 m a.s.l., and the third one is from 1500-2200 m a.s.l. Each level consists of diverse 

topographic combinations that enable the presentation of the area’s landscape, in other words 

section study. 

After dividing the area we have selected a representative number of samples for each level 

using the stratified sampling scheme and realized the same statistical analysis that we made to the 

whole area. Consequently, we compare the results of the different cases, in other words we 

applied the first three tests on each level and compare the results of each level to the whole area.  

4.4.2.3. Analysis for the field visit  

The field visit was realized for two main objectives: 

 To evaluate the extreme values that appeared in the satellite image of the vegetation index 

(NDVI). In the satellite Image (captured in 1996) we are using, a kind of clash was found in the 

values resulted from the agriculture or man-made changes patches versus natural ones, this 

conflict leads to enormous differences between the values of the same class or category; and 

 To see what we have in the field (in the study area) and what changes have taken place in 

the field since the satellite image was taken in 1996 (validation process). 

We gathered information from different samples, each sample point represents a patch in 

the field, and from this patch we collect distinct information. These samples were selected to 

represent the extreme high and low values in the NDVI image so that we can have an idea about 

the variation range in the vegetation cover. Each sample point is a 3×3 pixels which means in 
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reality 90×90 m, in order to ensure the homogeneity of the selected patches (it was impossible in 

some categories to select 3×3 pixels like streams and channels, which explains why we selected 3 

consecutive pixels). After that we compared the information of the field visit to the information of 

the NDVI image to see if the information of the field represents the values of the NDVI image. In 

view of that, we realized a test called The Mann-Whitney U Test. This test is used to investigate 

whether two independent groups have been drawn from the same population or the two samples 

come from population having the same location. Here, the null hypothesis is that the selective 

points of the field work represent the values of the same categories in the NDVI image. Figure (4.3) 

shows two main elements presented in a schematic form, the data set that have been used and 

the problems that have been treated in the work. 

4.5. Evaluation of the developed procedures quality 

The constructed DEM in this study permits the analysis of the work in more than one 

direction. First, the digital representation of the topography in which we derived and calculated a 

group of topographic variables that enabled us to analyze the hydrological, geomorphological and 

biological characteristics of the study area. Second, it assisted in the classification and the 

interpretation processes of the land cover. Finally, in the correction process of the satellite image, 

by eliminating the topographic effect produced by the reflected radiation. 

Until recently, the monitoring of natural resources and environmental conditions has been 

carried out exclusively by direct field observations or what we call in situ measurements 

(Verstraete & Pinty, 1991). Over the last decades the emergence of satellite remote sensing 

platforms has allowed the repetitive observation of these environments from space, with definite 

advantages but also with specific difficulties 

The in situ measurements (field visit observations) that we have realized in our study are a 

harmonizing process (complementary approach) to complete all the information needed to build 

the database of the study area. In arid and semiarid regions, monitoring of natural resources and 

environmental conditions must be realized through the integration of the in situ measurements and 

the remote sensing techniques (Verstraete & Pinty, 1991), both of them permit us to obtain a 

comprehensive idea about the investigated area. In our study, the main objective was monitoring 

the distribution of the vegetation cover and its relation to landscape classes, in other words the 

spatial coverage of the land cover. The best method to describe this distribution is the satellite 

data, in which we used a quantitative description of the vegetation cover by constructing a model to 

determine the amount of the vegetation cover in each part of the terrain. This model was based on 

the contraction characters of the red and infrared bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. The final 
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result was an image describes the vegetation (in a quantity form) and helps in the detection of the 

spatial distribution of the vegetation cover at the study area. 

Another important aspect, essential to be studied, was the water distribution in the 

landscape as the primary factor that determines the vegetation cover distribution. Channels 

network and drainage networks are the common aspect of water forms in the landscape. Water 

movement processes (runon and runoff) and transportation mechanisms (erosion and sediments) 

are determined by the topography. Accordingly, topographic attributes or variables are essential 

parameter to derive models competent to indicate the water distribution in the landscape. 

In situ measurements (field visit) are obtained directly from the field visit observations, in 

two forms; the first is the automatic records from mechanical sensors such as meteorological and 

climatological stations. The second is human observations such as field surveys. One of the major 

critical issues for these measurements is the scale of representatively (Verstraete & Pinty, 1991), 

which is related to the size of the error that can be tolerated in the estimation process. In our case, 

the field visit was based upon the selection of represented sample point for the divisions 

(topographical classes) of the landscape, in which we select 82 points in a random sampling 

scheme in order to minimize the estimation error. This type of database represents another spatial 

coverage of the vegetation cover in the study site, which, with the satellite database, outlines the 

comprehensive form of database needed to realize a study in a semiarid region.  
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Figure (4.3) Schematic representation of the used data and problem analysis  
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5. Results and discussion  

5.1. Introduction  

In the last chapter we divided the analysis process to three stages, in order to test the 

working hypothesis in a simple and structured way. This organization helped us to formulate a 

general hypothesis describing the vegetation cover distribution in relation to topographic landforms 

in the study area, which represent a semi-arid environment. The analysis process, in general, 

contains a group of nonparametric tests selected according to the level of measurements, a 

sample size and a type of association between the studied objects. The analysis was realized 

through two main programs, IDRISI and SATISTICA. The former is capable of realizing spatial 

analysis processes, where as the latter is used in numerical ones, and in some cases a 

combination of the two programs was preferred.  

5.2. The analysis of the study area as a whole  

The first stage of the analysis process is the general analysis of the whole study area. In 

which, we realized a set of analysis using the stratified-random sampling scheme distribution, by 

which random locations were selected within 30m grid cells over a sample size of about 5000 

points, which implies 4.54 sample points/km2 representing all the categories of the regionalization. 

5.2.1. Spatial analysis 

According to the test of normality (table 5.1) we reject the null hypothesis at p<10-6 that 

assumes the distribution of the vegetation cover (NDVI) is normal for all classes (categories) of 

regionalization, therefore, we will use the nonparametric groups of analysis (see appendix for 

normal distribution histogram) 

 

N Max D K-S 
p 

Lilliefors 
p W p 

4683 0.063290 p < .01 p < .01 0.959093 0.000000
Table 5.1 Values of normality for three kinds of tests all indicate that p is significant at p < 0.05 
 

After the rejection of the null hypothesis of the normal distribution our analysis was directed 

toward the use of a nonparametric analysis. The first test that we conducted is the Kruskal-Wallis, 

in order to test whether vegetation density changes according to the topography. According to the 

test: H (11, N= 4683) =386.9936 and p is significant (p<10-3) (see appendix for the table test), so we 

reject the null hypothesis that is the different categories of the regionalization belong to the same 

population or have been drawn from the same population. In other words the vegetation cover that 
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is distributed within each category is not identical to other categories, and do not belong to the 

same group or population. 

Our analysis arises from a proposed hypothesis or a principle question that is “¿How relief 

forms (topographic classes) affect the quantity (density) of the vegetation cover?” After which, 

another question has to be answered “¿which of the regionalization categories have more 

vegetation cover or density (high value of vegetation index), in other words high values of NDVI?  

Plotting the values of the NDVI against the topographic classes will reveal a relation 

between these two variables in which the topographic classes is distributed according to their 

median values in a graph called Box Plot of Whisker. This graph shows three values, the first is the 

median of the NDVI values in each class of regionalization, the second is the 25-75% interval of 

the NDVI values of each class and the third is the minimum and maximum value of NDVI of each 

topographic class, arranged as we can see in graph (5.1). 

Box & Whisker plot
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Graph 5.1 Relationship between NDVI and the categories of regionalization. The numbers are interpreted as the 

following: 1 Footslopes (FOT), 2 Alluvial zones (AZO), 3 Planar or convex midslopes (PCM), 4 Steep footslopes (SFO), 5 

Concave midslopes (CMI), 6 Low altitude divides (LAD), 7 High altitude divides (HAD), 8 High altitude, sun-facing steep 

upper-slopes (HSS), 9 High altitude upper-slopes (HAU), 10 Lower stream channels (LSC), 11 Upper stream channels 

(USC), and 12 Principle channels (PCH). 

According to the Box and Whisker graph, the classes are ordered in ascending consistency 

with the vegetation index values as follows: 1) High altitude divides (HAD); 2) Upper stream 
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channels (USC); 3) Low altitude divides (LAD); 4) High altitude upper-slopes (HAU); 5) High 

altitude, sun-facing steep upper-slopes (HSS); 6) Planar or convex midslopes (PCM); 7) Principle 

channels (PCH); 8) Concave midslopes (CMI); 9) Steep footslopes (SFO); 10) Lower stream 

channels (LSC); 11) Alluvial zones (AZO); and, 12) Footslopes (FOT). 

This ordination helps to recognize which parts of the terrain contain more vegetation cover 

(density), because the graph of Box and Whisker indicates the median NDVI values of the 

topographic classes. The Box & Whisker plot reveal that HAD is the category of the most 

vegetation cover or density (the highest median value), which occupy the highest (upper) part of 

the terrain, and FOT is the category with the least vegetation density (the lowest median value) 

that occupies low parts of the terrain. The other categories are distributed in a systematic form 

among these two ranges, which we are going to check in the coming pages. As mentioned in the 

previous chapter we refer to high, mid and low positions according to the constructed map and not 

to the altitude above sea level. Furthermore, the expression high parts refer to upper parts (e.g. 

upper slopes) in the study area, and mid refers to mid parts of the slopes and the same with low 

which indicates the low parts of the terrain situated below upper and mid ones, all in map outline 

classes. Also, the graph indicates other extreme (odd) values of the NDVI, which will be handled 

and explained through the field visit.  

After the rejection of the null hypothesis in the Kruskal-Wallis test, a group of questions 

arose, such as: where are the significant differences? Is it in one category or in more than one 

category? Which groups have homogeneity with other groups? Consequently, we applied the 

Tukey-type multiple comparison test, and accordingly we obtained two tables representing two 

main points: a) The differences between some categories (table of differences (5.2)); and, b) The 

homogeneity between others (table of homogeneity (5.3)). 

5.2.1.1. Analysis of differences  

This analysis appears in a table form, in which each category (class) shows a relation to the 

other categories at a level of p=0.05 (table 5.2). In this table some categories demonstrate high 

differences between others like (HAD) and (LAD), nonetheless the (PCH) category shows high 

similarity with the rest of them. As for other categories there is a kind of non-systematical 

distribution, in which some shows differences with various categories and demonstrates 

homogeneity with others. This table gives the answer to some of the previous questions such as: Is 

the difference just in one category or in more than one? And which categories show the 

differences? 
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(FOT)  

(AZO) 0.999588  

(PCM) 0.000018 0.000018  

(SFO) 0.628140 0.929684 0.000613  

(CMI) 0.000087 0.003129 0.036311 0.990744  

(LAD) 0.000018 0.000018 0.000529 0.000018 0.000018  

(HAD) 0.000018 0.000018 0.000018 0.000018 0.000018 0.163747  

(HSSI) 0.178595 0.333625 0.998846 0.871566 0.995858 0.018462 0.000019  

(HAU) 0.002762 0.008408 0.999999 0.108824 0.408732 0.629303 0.003234 0.970657  

(LSC) 0.826648 0.967796 0.033697 1.000000 0.999978 0.000018 0.000018 0.936504 0.168518  

(USC) 0.000018 0.000018 0.137397 0.000018 0.000046 1.000000 0.669220 0.013227 0.563169 0.000019  

(PCH) 0.208648 0.317672 1.000000 0.708925 0.925985 0.901709 0.110306 0.999645 1.000000 0.786260 0.875374  

CT_12 (FOT) (AZO) (PCM) (SFO) (CMI) (LAD) (HAD) (HSS) (HAU) (LSC) (USC) (PCH) 

Table 5.2 Differences between the categories according to their NDVI values at level of p < 0.05, red colors indicate that p is not significant which indicates the existence 

of differences between the studied categories. The abbreviations are always as follows: high altitude divides (HAD), upper stream channels (USC), low altitude divides 

(LAD), high altitude upper-slopes (HAU), high altitude, sun-facing steep upper-slopes (HSS), planar or convex midslopes (PCM), principle channels (PCH), concave 

midslopes (CMI), steep footslopes (SFO), lower stream channels (LSC), alluvial zones (AZO) and footslopes (FOT). 
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5.2.1.2. Analysis of homogeneity  

The second table shows the homogeneous categories (table 5.3), which consists of six 

groups that we can call relief complexes (grouping of regionalization classes), each has a kind of 

internal homogeneity in terms of the regionalization classes it is made of. 

 

 Relief complexes 
Category of the 
Regionalization  

The Mean of 
the NDVI 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

FOT 0.255469 ****      
AZO 0.259001 ****      
SFO 0.268830 **** ****     
LSC 0.270967 **** ****     
CMI 0.276341  ****     
HSS 0.289237 **** **** ****    
PCM 0.300425   ****  ****  
PCH 0.303685 **** **** **** **** **** **** 
HAU 0.306199  **** **** **** ****  
LAD 0.332259    ****  **** 
USC 0.333386    **** **** **** 
HAD 0.356443      **** 

Table 5.3 Homogeneous groups of the Nonparametric Tukey-type multi-comparison analysis. 

In addition, this table shows another set of relations such as the relation between the 

groups, categories that appear in more than one group and the organization of the groups and the 

categories (right to left or up and down). To interpret the relations and reach the final goal of this 

work it’s necessary to describe the relation between the spatial distribution of the vegetation cover 

and the landscape patterns. In order to achieve our goals, it seems more suitable to analyze the 

table in two directions: according to the relief complexes (columns interpretation); and the 

categories of regionalization (line interpretation). 

5.2.1.2.1 According to the relief complexes  

The analysis according to relief complex means the interpretation of the relation between 

the categories that form each relief complex. To do so, we will try to represent all the categories in 

a sketch that shows all the categories of the regionalization and their sequence according to the 

hillslope and according to the values of the vegetation index (sketch 5.1).  
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Sketch (5.1) Categories of regionalization arranged according to their sequence in the hillslope (highest to lowest), and 

according to the median values of the NDVI (descending ordination). The abbreviations are always as follows: high 

altitude divides (HAD), upper stream channels (USC), low altitude divides (LAD), high altitude upper-slopes (HAU), high 

altitude, sun-facing steep upper-slopes (HSS), planar or convex midslopes (PCM), principle channels (PCH), concave 

midslopes (CMI), steep footslopes (SFO), lower stream channels (LSC), alluvial zones (AZO) and footslopes (FOT). 

This representation gives an idea about the typical distribution of topographic classes in 

the landscape. Nevertheless, this distribution seems to be complicated and reveals no clear 

relations, in which the sequence of the categories in the hillslope does not coincide with the 

arrangement of the sequence of the vegetation cover. The above sketch shows that the primer 

seven categories coincide to some extend with the values of the sequences, but the following 

categories have a non-systematic distribution or arrangement. So, in order to avoid this dilemma, 

we will try to look for representing classes that might help in the interpretation process. 

Accordingly, we classified the classes (categories of regionalization) according to their 

appearance in the relief complexes (groups) as the following: 
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 Representative or selective categories (FOT, AZO, CMI and HAD) that appear one time in 

all the relief complexes. 

 Intermediate categories (SFO, LSC, HSS, PCM, LAD and USC) which appear two or three 

times in all the relief complexes. 

 Non selective categories (PCH and HAU), which appear more than three times in all the 

relief complexes. 

This classification helps us to determine position, relation and importance of each 

category, and on the other hand between other categories. It also enables us to eliminate the 

categories with extraordinary distribution or values; such classes may have been affected by 

external factors (i.e. natural or human ones). 

There are also differences within the groups or the complexes in the numbers of the 

existing selective and intermediate categories. So in the interpretation process we will begin with 

the groups that contain the highest number of selective categories such as the first, the second 

and the sixth groups. This evaluation is an important tool to show which category we have to 

begin within the analysis process and to demonstrate the importance of each group and facilitate 

the analysis process, in order to understand the existence of homogeneity between the 

categories. 

To realize this analysis first we have to eliminate the non selective categories (PCH, HAU, 

HSS & USC)*, and utilize the selective and intermediate ones in the analysis process. If we joined 

the information of scheme 5.1, Box & Whisker plot and the homogeneity table of the selective and 

intermediate categories, we will obtain six collections (or groups) each might contain one or more 

categories. The categories of each collection are characterized by having the same range of the 

median values of the NDVI, and nearly occupy the same position in the landscape, as we can see 

from the following: 

 The first collection includes categories FOT, AZO, SFO and LSC: the plot of Box and 

Whisker shows that these categories have an almost close range in the median values of the 

NDVI and oscillate between 0.24-0.26. Another important factor is that these categories occupy 

the same part of the terrain (low positions).  

 The second collection consists of the categories SFO, CMI and LSC: The categories in 

this collection also have almost the same NDVI values and range between 0.255-0.265. The 

position that they occupy is the mid-low part of the terrain (mid-low positions). 

 
* Note: categories 8 and 11 are intermediate categories but have been excluded here because still give no clear relations in the groups 
which make it very complicated for the above interpretation. 
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 The third, fourth and fifth collections have medium values of the NDVI range between 

0.30-0.33. These collections contain two intermediate categories PCM and LAD that appears in 

the mid upper parts or midslopes to upperslopes of the terrain. 

 The sixth collection contains one selective category HAD and another intermediate one 

LAD. These two categories also have similar values of NDVI between 0.33-0.34 and stand on the 

upper parts of the terrain (high positions). 

This arrangement explains the homogeneity between the categories in the collection 

groups. Also shows that the arrangement of the complexes in the homogeneity table is ascending 

from categories with low vegetation density to high ones. 

5.2.1.2.2 According to the categories of regionalization  

In the other direction, if we try to analyze the homogeneity table according to the 

categories of each group (line interpretation); we will again have to abandon the non selective 

categories PCH and HAU and try to see each category as a group. After that the categories were 

arranged in a succession form, from upper parts to low ones, according to their sequence in the 

hillslope (topographic position). Consequently, each category will be linked to its value of the 

NDVI to obtain the following ordination (sketch 5.2).  

 
Sketch 5.2 Sequences of the selective and intermediate categories according to their position in the landscape and the 

median values of the corresponding NDVI, 1 and 10 indicate the highest and the lowest values of NDVI, respectively, 

and the rest are distributed in this way.  
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The above sketch reveals that the arrangement of the categories according to their 

sequence in the hillslope (descending arrangement from the upper part to the low ones) coincides 

with their sequence according to the amount of the vegetation cover that they possess (the 

highest amounts to lowest ones). In other words number one in the hillslope sequence which 

appears in the highest part of the terrain HAD coincides with number one which indicates the 

highest value of the vegetation cover (NDVI). Just the category lower stream channels LSC 

occupies the ninth position and coincides with the seventh position of the NDVI, and that refers to 

the exact position that it occupies. In reality this category occupies a distributed position that 

extends from the mid parts of the terrain to the lowest part of the terrain (PCH); therefore we got 

the fuzzy distribution in this category.  

Accordingly, we can say that the homogeneity is related to the median value of the NDVI 

of the categories in each group or complex, the close values of the NDVI show great 

homogeneity. Another important factor is the position of the categories in the terrain, the relief 

patterns that occupy resemble positions shows some kind of homogeneity, of course with the 

existing of other limiting factors such as slope and orientation. 

5.2.2. Interpretation of the results 

Distribution patterns of vegetation cover change according to a set of limiting factors such 

as amount of precipitation, elevation above sea level, soil types, etc. In our work, the obtained 

results of the above analysis reveal a description of the terrain landforms in relation to the amount 

of the vegetation cover that occupies each class of the landscape. In other words, the distribution 

form of the vegetation cover in the study area in relation to landforms will be the core theme of 

this study. 

The table of homogeneity shows the following characteristics for the selective and 

intermediate categories: 

 Groups that have representative or selective categories: 

1. The first group has two selective categories FOT and AZO, these two categories 

characterized by the low value of NDVI and the low positions that they occupy in the terrain. 

2. The second group has one representative category CMI, characterized by intermediate 

values of NDVI and the mid position that they occupy in the terrain. 

3. The sixth group has one representative category HAD, characterized by high NDVI values 

and the high (upper) positions that they occupy. 
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As mentioned earlier, these representative categories draw the general lines of the terrain 

sequence in relation to the amount of vegetation cover and the position in the landscape (terrain).  

 Groups that have intermediate categories: 

1. The first group has two intermediate categories SFO and LSC, these two categories 

consist of channels and hillslope forms and characterized by low values of the NDVI and low 

positions that they occupy in the terrain.  

2. The second group has the same categories as the first one. 

3. The third and the fifth groups have one intermediate category PCM, characterized by 

intermediate value of NDVI and the mid position in the terrain. 

4. The fourth and the sixth groups have one intermediate category LAD characterized by the 

high values of NDVI and high positions in the terrain. 

Similarly, the intermediate categories agree with the previous observations and add some 

details that include all relief forms and not only hillslopes, to explain the order sequence of the 

vegetation cover in relation to relief forms in the landscape. Thus, from the above we can remark 

the following:  

“Upper (high) positions of hillslopes and channels possess more vegetation cover (high vales of 

vegetation index) than mid position, which in turn possess more vegetation cover than low 

positions of hillsides and channels”. 

Accordingly, we can join the observations to form a scheme that shows the following 

relation of each conclusion. 

 
Figure 5.2 A schematic distribution of the vegetation cover in the hillslopes according to the above remarks  

This scheme indicates that the upper positions of the same form (hillslopes) that occupy 

the high parts of the terrain (e.g. HAU & HSS) always possess more vegetation cover than low 

positions of the same form (e.g. FOT & SFO) as we indicated with continuous lines. On the other 

hand, high positions (in general) of any form (hillslopes or channels) possess more vegetation 

cover than low positions (in general) of any form (hillslopes or channels) as we indicated with 
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doted lines. It’s clear that in some specific cases we can find peculiar or irregular distribution as a 

result of many factors that affect the natural distribution of the vegetation cover in that area 

(where we will revise later). As a result of the above mentioned observations we can form a 

general conclusion that contains the following:  

 “In the study area, where the water is a limiting factor (precipitation is less than 

evapotranspiration most times of the year), and the conditions of saturation cannot reach the 

hydrological conductivity to saturate the deep soils (subsurface soils), which normally occupy the 

low parts of the landscape but capable to saturate the shallow soils, which normally occupy the 

high parts of the landscape, the vegetation cover density shows a systematical distribution and 

allocation in which upper (high) positions of the terrain possess high values of vegetation cover 

density than low positions, and vice versa.” 

Before trying to explain and interpret the above case we have to take into account the 

following facts that within the context of a lithological homogeneous landscape: 1) Equator-facing 

slopes are generally drier than pole-facing slopes. 2) Footslopes tend to be more humid than 

upper-slopes. The extent to which such patterns really occur in the terrain depends on a range of 

land properties and climate characteristics, as well as on the latitude of the area; whereas, the 

interaction of these factors, at timescales of storm events or years, may affect soil moisture 

conditions or site water balance (Boer, 1999).  

In the following work we refer to soil moisture availability as the relative humidity and not to 

the water content of the soil. In other words, for the same quantity of soil, high positions contain 

more relative humidity than low ones. 

If we get back to the above conclusion, the model or the case of the wetness index (used 

to predict the saturation and spatial distribution of soil water content) play a significant role in the 

interpretation of the case, in the following form: 

 In humid temperate climates, where rainfall exceeds evapotranspiration during much of 

the year, a range of processes ensures that the entire hillslopes remain hydrologically connected. 

Infiltration excess and saturation overland flow, saturated and unsaturated subsurface flow, return 

flow and ground flow, all help to convey water downhill (Whipkey & Kirkby, 1979). This hydrologic 

connectivity is made evident through the spatial distribution of soil water along the hillslope. As 

these flows are largely driven by gravity, topography is an important constraint in the allocation of 

surface saturation zones and, in general the spatial distribution of soil water (Puigdefábregas, et 

al., 1998a). The likelihood of soils becoming saturated increases at the base of slopes and 

depressions or swales, where both surface and subsurface flow converge (Kirkby & Chorley, 

1967; Moore & Burch, 1986). So the soil water content decreases descending from upwards to 
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downwards, which we call the model of the wetness index. In other words, low positions have 

more vegetation cover and density (because vegetation density is related directly to soil moisture 

distribution) than high ones. 

 Semi-arid climates show the contrast case, poor hydrologic conductivity, spatial patterns of 

soil water are less predictable and soil water content does not always increase towards the base 

of the hillslope (Puigdefábregas et al., 1998a). In such climate conditions, evapotranspiration 

equal or exceeds rainfall during large parts of the year leaving very little water for drainage 

downhill. Therefore, saturated subsurface layers are rarely formed and water transfer occurs 

mainly through overland flow or unsaturated subsurface flow (Puigdefábregas et al., 1998a). In 

these conditions, of semi-arid hillslopes, the hydrological behaviour is unpredictable, in other 

words does not follow the model of the wetness Index. So, the distribution of the vegetation cover 

will be different (because, as we mentioned previously the vegetation density is related to the soil 

water content), thus the spatial distribution of the vegetation cover will be distinct to the previous 

case. 

Now, to respond to the previous question, if there is a relation between the vegetation 

density and the relief forms, and to explain more the general conclusion, we have to study the 

relation between topographic attributes that affect soil water availability, which have been used to 

construct the topographic classes (i.e. instruments utilized to form and examine the most 

prominent values of the individual topographic variables) and vegetation density of the landscape 

in the study area. 

In a specific site, with natural or semi-natural vegetation cover, the reflection to water 

distribution is the magnitude of the vegetation density in that area, and hence water distribution is 

controlled by the topographic variables. A previous work carried out by Puigdefábregas et al. 

(1998b) for a part of the study area (Rambla Honda) has studied the relationship between soil 

water availability and four topographic variables Slop angle (SLO), Length-slope factor (LSF), 

Specific catchment area (AREA) and the Wetness index (WET). In which he found a relation 

between the first three variables with soil water content but nothing with the WET. Thus we will try 

to find and study the relation between these variables and the vegetation cover density (NDVI) to 

detect the relation between the topographic classes and the spatial distribution of the vegetation 

cover. 

A statistical analysis has been realized to study the correlation between these four 

topographic variables and the vegetation cover density (NDVI), through calculating the Spearman 

Rank Order Correlation test, utilizing IDRISI and STATISTICA programs. The results indicate to a 

significant correlation between LSFL, SLO, AREA with the NDVI, (where P<0.05 has positive 
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correlation in the three cases) and not significant with the WET (table 5.4). These results coincide 

with our interpretation that in semi-arid zones the distribution of the vegetation density in not 

associated with the wetness index.  

Pairs of 
variables 

Valid 
N 

Spearman 
R T(N-2) P-level 

NDVI & WET 1991 0.001552 0.069197 0.944840 
NDVI & LSFL 1991 0.164700 7.447035 0.000000 
NDVI & AREA 1991 0.110333 4.950869 0.000001 
NDVI & SLO 1991 0.138160 6.221336 0.000000 

Table 5.4 Values of the correlation spearman test analysis at p<0.5 
 

If we try to explain the above correlations, we will find the following:  

 The LSFL indicates to sediments transport capacity of the runoff. The positive correlation 

demonstrates that in a topographic class (a specific landform of the terrain) the more value of 

sediment transport capacity the more vegetation index possesses. Here, two important points 

have to be taken into account to interpret the correlation: 

1. In the study area, runoff densities decrease dramatically from the upper parts, where 

slopes are finely dissected, to the lower part that is characterized by the main channel system. 

Therefore LSFL shows high values in upper parts and low ones in low parts of the terrain. 

2. LSFL in our work indicates two major characteristics: a) sediment transport capacity for 

the runoff. The formation of the runoff is related to the slope grade, precipitation (amounts and 

intensity) and types of soil, the combination of these three elements with the red drainage density 

leads to the formation of high runoff values in pending parts (upper, mid and low hillslopes) and 

low values in flat or plain surfaces; and, b) the areas where the runoff passes through. This 

character, with the thick soil formulated in these areas by the run off may explain the case why 

the pending parts possess more vegetation density than flat parts. These areas are more capable 

to maintain the water (i.e. more soil water content) than the surrounding ones. 

 This is also true for the other two variables SLO and AREA. For the case of SLO we found 

in the analysis of the study area that steep slopes have more vegetation cover than gentle ones. 

We can see in the case of footslopes and steep footslopes, where the first has a median NDVI of 

about 0.24 and the second is of about 0.25 (figure 5.1). Nevertheless, when trying to look at upper 

hillslope values, we find that the steep high slopes have the same values as gentle high ones, 

and that refers to the direction of the slope or the orientation. The first is the sun-facing direction, 

which means more radiation and more evaporation and less water availability with minus 

vegetation than the other sun-shading direction. Also another important factor that affects the 
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vegetation cover density in steep and gentle slopes is soil depth. The topographic forms that 

possess high inclinations are characterized by shallow soils, which can be saturated more rapidly 

than deep soils that occupy smooth inclination landforms. The later needs more time to be 

saturated, which is rarely in our condition sites of arid environment.  

This feature explains to some extent why upper positions possess more vegetation density 

than low ones. In the first case and under semiarid conditions, the rainfall water is capable to 

saturate the shallow soils that occupy the high parts of the terrain, but unable to saturate the deep 

ones that occupy the low parts of the terrain and that’s because of: 1) evapotranspiration exceeds 

precipitation rates; and, 2) high infiltration rates in that soil.  

Herein, two important factors should be taken into account. The first is the soil properties 

for the study area in general and for the topographic classes in particular (i.e. rain use efficiency 

values are generally large in the mountains where limestones, marly limestones and dolomites 

predominate, while much smaller values are found on the pediments and in the valleys where 

marl and Quaternary deposits are the main substrate) (Boer, 1996). Within the topographic 

classes soils at the base of the slopes or local terrain depressions appears to be thicker and 

richer in clays than the ones at upper-slope positions or on convex hilltops. Water availability 

mostly increases with solum thickness due to the greater storage capacity and less significant soil 

evaporation losses of deep soil. This is, however, only so for a specific range of solum thickness, 

which depends on the permeability of the soil and on the magnitude, frequency and timing of 

rainfall (Boer et al., not published data). In our study site, low positions such as alluvial zones or 

channels contain high amounts of depositional sediment soils of a high permeability that favour 

the rapid infiltration of water to the deep zones. While in the high terrain parts with shallow soils 

the infiltrated water is protected and gathered by the pockets of the barn materials. The vegetation 

in these areas is capable to use the water in more efficiency form, which means more vegetation 

density in high parts of the terrain and minus density in low parts. The second is related to scale 

and resolution, where in arid environmental conditions and typical spatial resolutions of 30-100 m, 

soil moisture distribution (runoff and runon) are effectively within-pixel processes, with relatively 

little net effect on average soil moisture availability at the hillslope or catchment scale. Since the 

image and DEM resolutions are of 30 m, our work could be affected by this factor. 

 In the case of the WET attributes, it is widely different. As mentioned before the correlation 

is not significant which implies no relation with vegetation cover distribution coinciding with our 

interpretations that in our study site the vegetation distribution does not follow the model of the 

wetness index. To explain the case we need to get back to the identification of the WET, which is 

the soil water content and surface saturation zones (Moore et al., 1991), and its relation with the 
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soil of the area. Puigdefábregas et al (1998b) indicates that in the Rambla Honda (a part of the 

study area) during winter and autumn, soil moisture content in the upper 0-5 cm layer is very high 

in upper and lower hillslope sections while it shows the smallest values at mid-slopes positions. In 

the under laying layer this trend becomes more irregular. During spring and summer, soil moisture 

steadily decreases from the upper-slope towards the footslope in both layers. This irregularity of 

water distribution may explain the case of non-existing correlation between the WET and the 

vegetation cover distribution. 

5.3. Results of level analysis 

Once realizing the analysis for the area as a whole, we need to examine whether altitude 

effect is a controlling factor in determining the vegetation cover density. The change in altitude 

may affect the vegetation cover through the amount of precipitation and the alteration of land use 

practices. So to examine this effect we divided the study area to different altitudes and tested 

each level as a whole. This process was to ensure whether the vegetation cover distribution 

continue to be the same as the previous distribution, in which upper positions possess more 

vegetation cover than low ones, or changed in a different way. 

5.3.1. First level (100-800 m a.s.l.) 

We realized the test on a sample size of 2935 points that form a subset group of the 

original sample set constructed previously for the whole area (sea analysis of the study area as a 

whole). These were distributed according to the stratified-random sampling scheme over all 

topographic classes that were distributed in this level. Afterward, the spatial analysis was 

performed over these sample points (see appendix for test analysis) that represent the categories 

distributed in this level. The categories appeared in this level are “FOT; AZO; PCM, SFO, CMI, 

LAD, LSC, USC and PCH”. The selective categories were selected again according to the 

previous mentioned criteria (see analysis of the study area as a whole), which contain “PCM, 

SFO, FOT and AZO”. Consequently, we arranged the categories of this level in two forms, firstly 

according to their sequence in the hillslope; and secondly according to the sequence of the 

vegetation cover (table 5.5). To clarify this table we tried to represent the categories and their 

sequence in a sketch showing a hypothetical landscape and the topographic classes that exist in 

this level. Then another ascending arrangement to the categories was made according to the 

amount of the vegetation cover and their sequence in the hillslope, and a final arrangement for 

the selective and intermediate categories of this level (sketch 5.3).  

The results of this level got back to coincide with the expected systematical distribution of 

the vegetation cover demonstrated before in the general conclusion, in which upper positions in 
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the terrain possess more vegetation cover than low ones. Sketch (5.3) reveals two cases: the first 

one with all the categories the distribution shows an arbitrary distribution, where as in the case of 

the selective categories, the systematical distribution was clearer and coincides with the previous 

results. Hence, planner or convex midslopes (PCM) (the third part of the sketch) possesses the 

highest values of the NDVI and settles in the upper part of the terrain, then steep footslopes 

(SFO) follow in the second position and the succession continue getting down with the NDVI 

values and the terrain categories in the same form, until reaching footslopes (FOT) and alluvial 

zones (AZO) that almost occupy the same part of the terrain. Thus, for the first level we were able 

to show that the vegetation cover follows the systematical distribution mentioned in the general 

conclusion. 

No. Landscape 
categories 

Ordered according to the 
sequence of the hillslope2 

Ordered according to the 
sequence of the vegetation 

cover3 

The median and the range 
(25%-75%) of the NDVI image 

1 FOT 6 9 0.196-0.28/ 
0.234 

2 AZO 8 7 0.2081-0.294/ 
0.25 

3 PCM 4 2 0.236-0.33/ 
0.282 

4 SFO 5 8 0.206-0.282/ 
0.25 

5 CMI 3 5 0.222-0.284/ 
0.25 

6 LAD 1 4 0.22-0.326/ 
0.252 

7 HAD1 
 0 0 0 

8 HSS1 
 0 0 0 

9 HAU1 
 0 0 0 

10 LSC 7 6 0.234-0.302/ 
0.25 

11 USC 2 3 0.225-0.324/ 
0.278 

12 PCH 9 1 0.204-0.348/ 
0.29 

Table 5.5 Level 1 (100-800 m a.s.l.) shows the distribution of each category in the study area. The abbreviations are 
always as follows: high altitude divides (HAD), upper stream channels (USC), low altitude divides (LAD), high altitude 
upper-slopes (HAU), high altitude, sun-facing steep upperslopes (HSS), planar or convex midslopes (PCM), principle 
channels (PCH), concave midslopes (CMI), steep footslopes (SFO), lower stream channels (LSC), alluvial zones (AZO) 
and footslopes (FOT). 
 
1 Absent category  
2 always from high positions to low ones  
3 always from the most green to the least green 
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Sketch 5.3 The distribution of the first level 
categories, their distribution in the first part 
and their sequence according to the 
hillslope and the median value of the NDVI, 
and finally the sequence of the selective 
and intermediate categories, also according 
to the hillslope and median values of NDVI.
The abbreviations are always as follows: 
high altitude divides (HAD), upper stream 
channels (USC), low altitude divides (LAD), 
high altitude upper-slopes (HAU), high 
altitude, sun-facing steep upper-slopes 
(HSS), planar or convex midslopes (PCM), 
principle channels (PCH), concave 
midslopes (CMI), steep footslopes (SFO), 
lower stream channels (LSC), alluvial 
zones (AZO) and footslopes (FOT).
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5.3.2. Second level (800-1500 m a.s.l.) 

As in the previous level we performed the same tests on a sample size of 2900 points, and 

obtained the same results (see appendix for the analysis description). Again the distribution of the 

terrain classes was represented in a table (5.6), and the resulted sequences of the classes were 

represented over again in a sketch (5.4) showing primarily all the classes; and secondly the 

selective and intermediate ones. 

Here in this level, the systematical distribution of the vegetation cover according to our 

general conclusion was clearer than the previous one because all the categories in this level were 

almost represented with enough sample points that permit the realization of the statistical analysis 

over each category and obtain the expected results even before the selection of the selective 

categories. So if we look to the sequence of the selected categories in sketch 5.4 we can get a 

clear ordination for the categories with the amount of the vegetation cover that they hold, in which 

upper positions possess higher values of NDVI than low ones. So, the results get back to coincide 

with the general conclusion proposed before. 

 

No. Landscape 
categories 

Arrangement according 
to the sequence of the 

hillslope 

Arrangement according 
to the sequence of the 

vegetation cover 

The median and the 
range (25%-75%) of 

the NDVI image 

1 FOT 8 8 0.258 - 0.36/ 
0.308 

2 AZO 11 10 0.242 - 0.368/ 
0.30 

3 PCM 6 6 0.264 - 0.378/ 
0.324 

4 SFO 9 9 0.246 - 0.342/ 
0.30 

5 CMI 7 7 0.26 - 0.366/ 
0.31 

6 LAD 5 5 0.284 - 0.38/ 
0.33 

7 HAD 1 1 0.28 - 0.42/ 
0.35 

8 HSS 3 3 0.268 - 0.396/ 
0.36 

9 HAU 4 11 0.22 - 0.336/ 
0.33 

10 LSC 10 4 0.26 - 0.42/ 
0.36 

11 USC 2 2 0.288 - 0.416/ 
0.36 

12 PCH 12 12 0.17 - 0.418/ 
0.21 

Table 5.6 Level 2 (800-1500 m a.s.l.) shows the distribution of each category in the study area. The abbreviations are 
as the previous table. 
 
1 Absent category  
2 always from high positions to low ones 
3 always from the most green to the least green. 
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Sketch (5.4) The sequence of 
topographic classes in level two 
according to their position in the 
hillslope and the median value of the 
NDVI. The upper part shows all the 
classes the low part shows the 
selective and intermediate classes. 
The abbreviations are always as  
follows: high altitude divides (HAD), 
upper stream channels (USC), low 
altitude divides (LAD), high altitude 
upper-slopes (HAU), high altitude, 
sun-facing steep upper-slopes 
(HSS), planar or convex midslopes
(PCM), principle channels (PCH), 
concave midslopes (CMI), steep 
footslopes (SFO), lower stream 
channels (LSC), alluvial zones 
(AZO) and footslopes (FOT).
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5.3.3. Third level (1500-2200 m a.s.l.) 

The analysis in this level was realized over a sample size of 1523 points representing the 

four categories that settle and appear in this level. Again, we arranged the categories in a table to 

show their sequence in the hillslope and their sequence according to the median values of the 

NDVI (table 5.7) and then represent these sequences in a landscape sketch (5.5). 

The table and the sketch shows that the distribution of the vegetation cover (if we exclude 

the category of USC) follow the systematical distribution that we obtained before in the previous 

two levels, in which the vegetation cover shows high density in the upper parts of the terrain (e.g. 

HAD) and less density in low ones (e.g. HSS and HAU). 

No. landscape 
categories 

arrangement according to the 
sequence of the hillslope 

arrangement according 
to the sequence of the 

vegetation cover 

the median and the range 
(25%-75%) of the NDVI 

image 

1 HAD 1 2 0.24-0.51/ 
0.36 

2 HSS 3 4 0.19-0.46/ 
0.32 

3 HAU 3 3 0.23-0.5/ 
0.34 

4 USC 2 1 0.34-0.43/ 
0.38 

Table 5.7 The comparison of categories in the third level 1500-2200 m a.s.l.  

 
Sketch 5.5 The sequence of the selective and intermediate categories (i.e. represent all the categories in this level). The 

abbreviations are always as follows: high altitude divides (HAD), upper stream channels (USC), high altitude upper-

slopes (HAU), high altitude, sun-facing steep upper-slopes (HSS) 
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Herein, the exclusion of USC is due to the enormous effect of human factors, in which 

these parts were exploited by man for agricultural purposes, because of the soil depth that 

characterized this category and the existing of enough water resources for agricultural practices. 

In general, the analysis of the three levels had shown that the vegetation cover density 

(NDVI values) in the study area follows the suggestion we proposed previously, where upper parts 

(high positions) of the terrain possess more vegetation density (higher values of NDVI) than lower 

parts (low positions) of the terrain, with some exceptions in which some categories had shown 

unsystematical distribution. This unexpected distribution could be explained by the existing of 

external factors, such as man-made effect (e.g. the change in land use) or natural effects (e.g. the 

existing of permanent and temporal streams that affect the amount of the vegetation cover in that 

category), and that is what we will try to test in the field visit.  

5.4. Field work analysis 

As we mentioned earlier the aim of the field work was to validate the results obtained from 

the NDVI image values, through a survey for the vegetation cover distribution and all related 

information in the study area. To do so, firstly, we compared the values of the field visit with the 

values of the NDVI for the selective and intermediate categories. The data was organized in a 

group of tables to describe the information that we had obtained for the selective and intermediate 

categories through the field visit survey (see appendix). Secondly, we realized the Mann-Whitney 

U Test analysis to see if the values of the field visit represent the extreme values of the selective 

and intermediate categories of the NDVI. Under the null hypothesis the selective points of the field 

work represent the values of the same categories in the NDVI image.  

According to test analysis p is not significant (p = 0.84127) for all the categories (see 

appendix), so we accept the null hypothesis that the values of the selected categories of the field 

work represent the values of the same category in the image of the NDVI. So, all the data available 

in the questionnaire that we have realized (for the selective and intermediate categories) 

represents 95% of the terrain extreme points or values. Later, we draw a profile for the study area 

placing all the information that we gathered in the survey, representing the selective and 

intermediate categories that we had identified before. As a result, we managed to achieve a 

representative sketch (sketch 5.6), in which the categories appear according to their sequence in 

the hillslope and the median values of the NDVI (for the field visit and for the satellite image), in 

other words the analytical exposition of the topographic classes in the study area with their NDVI 

values. The sketch reveals that NDVI values show the systematical distribution of the vegetation 

cover that we had supposed to be related to the terrain classes. 
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Sketch (5.6) The spatial distribution of the vegetation cover
for the selective categories according to the samples of the
field visit that appears inside the lines and the NDVI values
that appears outside the lines. The abbreviations are Always
as follows: high altitude divides (HAD), low altitude divides
(LAD), high altitude, sun-facing steep upper-slopes (HSS),
planar or convex midslopes (PCM), concave midslopes
(CMI), steep footslopes (SFO), alluvial zones (AZO) and
footslopes (FOT). In each class the entire and the out
numbers represent the NDVI value of the field visit and the
NDVIvalue of the image respectively.
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In view of that, we’ll try to analyze the observations of the field visit according to landform 

classes. For the first selective category “High altitude divides (HAD)”, the general tendency of the 

natural vegetation tends to show two types of spatial distribution. The first one is the north-facing 

slopes of the division, where we can see a tendency for the dominance of pine forest communities, 

which gives high values to the vegetation index in these sites that could reach almost 0.6 in some 

cases. These faces characterized by low amounts of evapotranspiration, so that the soil is capable 

to maintain more humidity than south-facing slopes, which lose a lot of water through 

evapotranspiration processes leading to form the other part of this complex. The second one are 

the south directions characterized by the dominant of matorral (shrubs and bushes) and 

herbaceous communities. In this direction, the values of the NDVI were so low in comparison to the 

north direction, but in general the average of the category shows the highest between the 

remainder of the categories. Also we have to mention that the man-made effect was limited in this 

category because of the high inclination in this category and the consideration of the north facing 

slopes as natural forest. The human effect was also limited in some sites that are used as 

pastures. 

For the second category, we have to test the “Upper stream channels (USC)”. In the 

analysis of the study area as a whole this category coincided with our expectation and showed a 

systematical distribution in which it occupies the second position in the hillslope sequence with 

NDVI values of about 0.33. But, in the level analysis this category had shown two types of 

distribution. The second level (i.e. 800-1500 m a.s.l.) coincides with our expectation and settled the 

second position in the sketch (5.4), where as in the third level (i.e. 1500-2000 m a.s.l.) it did not 

coincide with our expectations and settled the first position of the NDVI value in the sketch (5.5). 

USC as geomorphologic forms are channels that extend and occupy the upper parts of the terrain, 

from one hand, in which these forms extend in and among other categories, so HAD includes in its 

formation USC, this character make it difficult to distinguish which one occupies the first position in 

the sketch. On the other hand, these channels possess high values of sediment transport capacity, 

which implies deeper soils than the surrounding forms and relative humidity that leads to high 

values of the NDVI. Another important factor is the number of samples that represent the category 

in the analysis process; the more number of samples of the category the more close results to the 

reality. In the field visit, the USC where found to be cultivated and occupied by different kinds of 

plants (i.e. forest trees, vegetables, orchards, etc.) for the above mentioned reasons. The NDVI 

value where found to be of about 0.422 and that refer to the two sample sites that had been visited.  

The third category that has been studied represents the third position in the hillslope 

sequence is the “High altitude, sun facing steep upperslopes (HSS)”. This category has always 

shown a systematic distribution for the vegetation analysis, which coincides with our proposed 
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suggestion about the natural distribution of the vegetation cover. This category includes all types of 

plant that are distributed naturally in the study site, with types of orchards and cultivations in 

rainfed agriculture form in various sites or where the access to water is possible.  

The fourth category is “Low altitude divides (LAD)”, which form with the above two 

categories what we called the upper or high positions and consider to be the lowest in this group, 

that are also considered as the border limit for the forest formations. Also, in this category, the 

vegetation cover distribution coincides with our expectations that the vegetation cover distribution 

is affected by relief forms. 

The categories “Planar or convex midslopes (PCM) and Concave midslopes (CMI)” form 

the part that we called mid part of the terrain. These two categories have shown a clear 

coincidence with the systematic distribution that we supposed for the vegetation cover as we can 

see in the sketches 5.2, 5.3 & 5.4. These two categories were more affected by human changes 

than the above categories, because these two landforms are of gentle slopes and situated in 

locations where the average precipitation may reach 400 mm/year that give it the suitable 

environment for olive and almonds trees cultivation (see appendix for field survey results).  

Finally, the categories “Steep footslopes (SFO), Footslopes (FOT) and alluvial zones 

(AZO)” form the group called low parts of the terrain. In general, these categories had shown the 

same results of the systematic vegetation cover distribution, as we can see clearly in sketches 5.2, 

5.3 and 5.4, although the sequence of these categories in the hillslope is little fuzzy. A hypothetical 

hillslope might end by a footslope then principle channels or alluvial zone then principle channels. 

Therefore, if the succession order is finished with AZO or FOT it will be accepted as correct 

ordination. The human effect is so clear in this group and appears in the accelerated spread of 

cultivated areas (i.e. olive and fruit orchards, cereal cultivation and green houses). This alteration 

in land use could be owing to a group of factors, such as the large investments made 

(Puigdefábregas & del Barrio, 2000) by the holdings in these changes, and the favourable climatic 

and topographic conditions of the area (i.e. high temperatures, availability of water and supporting 

soil conditions). 

Here, it is important to mention all the factors that might affect vegetation cover distribution 

in the landscape. Brandt et al., (2002) mentioned that the driving forces controlling and influencing 

changes in the landscape (i.e. weather anthropogenic or natural) can be difficult to identify and 

often operate at different spatial and temporal scales. Here, in our case, we will try to identify two 

types of factors: man-made factors and natural ones. 
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 Man-made (human) factors 

1. Agricultural practices: different kinds of cultivations alter the values of the NDVI according 

to the time of planting (i.e. flowering time, harvesting time, etc.) and the kind of plant (i.e. 

vegetables, cereals, orchards, etc.) in these areas, which might increase or decrease the values of 

the NDVI. For instance, ploughing and preparing the land for cultivation mean barn soil and very 

low values of NDVI, where as the growing and flowering periods means high values of NDVI. On 

the other hand, orchards imply high values of NDVI more than the surrounding annual and matorral 

spots. In the study area, the low parts of the hillslopes were cultivated mainly with citrus, vineyards. 

In the valleys, footslopes and plain areas near to water resources vegetable and crop cultivation 

was dominated to some extent.  

2. Other agricultural practices like reforestation processes in some parts might also decrease 

or increase the values of the vegetation index. The existence of rehabilitation processes in some 

parts of the terrain; these processes include tillage, the preparation of the soil for plantation and the 

introducing of new plants. All are factors contribute in the alteration of the natural vegetation and 

NDVI values. Another important factor is the greenhouse effect, which implies in some sites zero 

values of NDVI. 

3. Construction processes: include residential or industrial areas, which always lead to 

decrease in the NDVI. 

All the above mentioned factors can be nominated as land use changes, results always 

from man-made or human induced alterations. 

 Natural factors  

1. The existence of water resources (e.g. springs and wells) in and near Bed Rivers forming a 

favourable environment for the development of a natural dense vegetation cover and thus raises 

the values of the NDVI. 

 

2. The direction of the topographic relief: in which north facing-slopes are greener than south 

directions.  

3. Change in precipitation amounts from one year to another and according to the altitude. 

Now, we will get back to the earlier general conclusion and try to amplify it, as the following: 

The suggested hypothesis indicates that the density and the spatial distribution of the vegetation 

cover are related to the topographic variables. Evidence showed that in upper parts of the terrain 

tendency of natural vegetation distribution shows high values of NDVI comparable to medium and 
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low positions of the terrain. The dominated natural vegetation in these classes consist of pine 

forest communities (occupy normally the northern parts of the upper hillslopes), oak species 

(distributed in limited altitudes), and some species of natural matorral and herbaceous 

communities. These plant communities have been observed in upper classes of the terrain through 

the field visit. For instance HAD, USC and HSS always show high vegetation densities compared 

to other classes of the terrain. That does not mean in some cases we found less values than the 

medium of low positions. On the contrary, the mid parts, represented by the two categories CMI 

and PCM, reveal the transition part between upper and lower parts of the terrain, in which these 

classes possess the mid values of the NDVI. Finally, low positions always have shown the lowest 

values of the NDVI in comparison to mid and upper ones, which have been observed through the 

image and field visit analysis. In all cases, the appearance of abnormal values were considered to 

be a normal result for landscape changes (temporal and spatial ones) resulted from human and 

natural factors. 
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6. Conclusions and recommendations  

6.1. Conclusions 

6.1.1. Background  

Desertification and land degradation are phenomena that appeared in the last century and 

led to a group of changes in more than one aspect in earth life forms. Changes in vegetation cover 

distribution that appears normally in form of vegetation cover reduction are considered of 

enormous important in this sector. This change process has been a combined with alteration in the 

scientific efforts toward the study of this phenomenon (causes, development, effects in the 

surroundings, etc.). Arid environments were and still the most affected by these changes because 

of its susceptibility to global environmental changes, thus studying the vegetation cover in these 

areas is one of the most important aspects of this alteration. 

The vegetation cover of an area is the result of the interaction between terrestrial factors 

(e.g. geology, geomorphology, soil, water resources, etc.) and climatological ones (e.g. 

precipitation, temperature, humidity, etc.). Kutiel et al., (1998) mentioned that climate plays an 

important role in the distribution of soil surface cover, in which it is expected that vegetation cover 

will be the main component of the soil surface coverage in humid areas whereas stones, biogenic 

crust and bare soil will predominate in arid regions. On the other hand, vegetation cover density 

and distribution in arid environments were studied by different researchers (Le Houérou, 1975; 

Fischer & Turner, 1979; Eveneri et al., 1985; Puigdefábregas et al., 1994; Lázaro, 1995; Whitford, 

2002) in order to interpret and find relations between the different factors (terrestrial and 

climatological) that affect vegetation cover distribution. In this work, focus was put on the 

topography of the area and its possible effects over vegetation cover distribution in the area under 

consideration. 

Terrain classes or topographic landforms are a physiographical classification for the 

topographic variables (attributes) that permits the realization of a spatial relief analysis 

(Regionalization process). These classes are formed by the topographic variables or attributes that 

have been constructed through the DEM of the study area. These variable give indicators to water 

and sediments movements and re-distribution in the landscape, which permits the study of the 

vegetation cover in that landscape. For so, this study was constructed over a proposed hypothesis 

suggests a relation between topographic classes (terrain landforms) and vegetation cover density 

distribution. 

The regionalization process has divided the terrain to 12 classes each of which describes a 

group of elements (e.g. water distribution, sediments transport, etc.). These classes identify the 
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main topographic contributions of the area and give indicators to the possible amount of the 

vegetation cover in each class. The vegetation cover was measures in the area through the 

calculation of the vegetation index values (NDVI) obtained from the Landsat TM image. Then, the 

obtained data was analyzed (spatial analysis) through GIS and statistical programs in order to 

construct a relation between the topographic classes and the vegetation cover distribution in these 

classes. 

6.1.2. Vegetation cover distribution form in the study area 

1. The spatial analysis of the topographic classes and the related NDVI values in the study 

area had shown a general tendency for vegetation cover distribution, in which the topographic 

classes control the distribution form of the vegetation cover. This control appears in a sequence 

form in which upper (high) positions of the terrain possess more vegetation cover than mid 

positions, which in its turn possess more vegetation density than low ones. This distribution form is 

affected by a group of factors (i.e. natural or human ones such as agricultural practices, 

construction processes, existing of water resources, etc.) that alter this distribution according to the 

magnitude of the factor. 

2. The level analysis permits to determine if altitude is a controlling factor in the distribution 

process, through the changing of the precipitation amounts according to the altitude over the sea 

level. We found that it controls the amount of the vegetation density in the margins of the aridity 

types (i.e. hyper arid, arid, semi-arid and sub humid), but within a range of 700 m approximately, 

which represent the range of each level (the area was divided to three levels), didn’t show any 

effect and the vegetation follow the general tendency that we supposed earlier. 

3. In the field visit, the extreme values appeared in the spatial analysis were detected and 

examined. The analysis of the selected samples had shown a clear human effect over these 

patches, either in forms of cultivation, forestation, etc. thus increasing the vegetation index values 

or the construction processes (e.g. quarries, green houses, etc.) so decreasing the NDVI values.  

6.2. Recommendations  

The aim of this study was to analyze land cover changes through the development of new 

procedures to evaluate vegetation properties with relation to the land forms, and its implication in 

soil degradation, such as the density and the spatial structure distribution in the landscape. To 

achieve this goal, we concentrated over the relation between the topographic variables that control 

water dynamics and distribution in the terrain, then formulating a relation between the land forms 

and vegetation cover that distributed in these forms. Nevertheless, the objective was achieved to 

some extent, but furthermore extensions should focus in the following points: 
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 The relation between topographic classes or land forms and soil erosion: as mentioned 

earlier monitoring soil degradation was one of the components for the complement of the general 

objectives. But studying the erosion with relation to the relief forms where abandoned cause of the 

time needed for this study. So, further researches such concentrate on this point. Although soil 

erosion was studied by a group of researchers (Puigdefábregas, Solé-Benet, Cantón, Domingo, 

etc.) in specific sites of the study area on different scales. 

 Temporal analysis: in this work we have realized a spatial analysis utilizing a Landsat TM 

Image and detected the change in the vegetation cover density over a set of topographic classes 

that represent the landscape of the study area in one year, which in its turn represents the cycle 

life of annual plants and part of the cycle life of perennials and matorrals. On the other hand, it’s 

necessary to detect the change in a temporal way, in more than one year or more than one time 

during the year. This analysis permits to know if the change in the vegetation cover is related to the 

climatic factors of that year or a permanent character of the vegetation of the area. 

 Shade effects: the remotely-sensed data captured from the satellite sensors contains a 

group of flaws or deficiencies. The shade resulted from the relief formation is a noteworthy flaw 

leads to inappropriate results for the detected objects especially for vegetation cover. So, to 

overcome this dilemma we tried to correct this effect by calculating this effect at the time and the 

date of capturing the image. The programme used (PC Raster) for the calculation process 

indicated that there were no shade at that time (15th of April at 9:53 AM), but in reality at that time 

the sun was in an angular elevation of about 49º over the horizon, which implies some shade in 

particular sites. Therefore, in the NDVI constructed image appeared some black spots that affected 

the analysis processes, and thus further analysis should include a complete correction of the 

topographic effect for the improvement of images quality.  

 The combination of more than one type and series of satellite images: the NDVI index 

determined through a Landsat TM image which characterized by a high resolution (30 m) but with 

low temporal series that permits the detection of the land one time each 16 days, which means 

short temporal series. Thus, in further continuing works, it’s recommended to use at least a 

combination of two types of sensors, high resolution sensor such as the Landsat TM or IKONOS (4 

m resolution) and long temporal series sensor such as the NOAA-AVHRR, which possesses large 

temporal series. The combination of both permits the analysing of the spatial resolution effect over 

the output of the indices and developed procedures. 

 Land degradation and soil erosion implements: this work is considered as the first step 

towards the development of indices to detect the temporal evolution of the vegetation structure and 
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density over land degradation and soil erosion, in order to develop surveillance systems for the 

desertification, in both long and short time scales. So, to achieve this goal, it’s necessary, after the 

studying of the vegetation cover density in the study area, to connect the conclusions with 

desertification types (i.e. relict and current) in the south of the Iberian Peninsula. These indices will 

provide post-diction prospects (opportunities) that permit the validation of prediction procedures 

and warning risks of desertification. 
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1. The formulary of the field visit  
 
Formulario de salida al campo      fecha:………………………………………………. 

1. Localización  
 Latitud Longitud Altitud (z) Referencia Foto 

1      
2    
3    
4    
medio    
 

2. Tipo del terreno (según las clases de regionalización)  
Tipo de terreno predominante Pendiente Orientación Posición 

topográfica 
El color del 

conjunto 
     
 

Observaciones ………………………………………………………………………………………… 
.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….… 
 

3. Cobertura o tipo de formación vegetal (Radio de homogeneidad ≥45m) 
Tipo de vegetación Descripción El color de 

vegetación 
Fracción 
estimada 

Bosque     
matorral    
Anuales    
Cultivos     
Suelo desnudo     
 

Observaciones………………………………………………………………………………….……………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. El suelo  
% de suelo desnudo 
(Munsell) 

El color del suelo 
(Munsell) 

Fracción de piedras El color de piedra El tamaño 

     
 

Observaciones ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Vegetación (Estratos de vegetación)  
Numero Altura %cobertura Sp. dominante 1 Sp. dominante 2 Sp. dominante 3 
      
      
      
 

Altura media del estrato  …………………m 
Observaciones ………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. estructura espacial 
Manchas Difusa  
   
 

Observaciones …………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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2. Dendrogram information  
 
02/01/02 11:46: 16.83 dendrogram  26 NH centroides 
 
             0.0336      0.0699      0.1062      0.1424      0.1787      0.2150 
                |           |           |           |           |           | 
 Grp00001(    1)__                                                            
 Grp00016(   16)_|______                                                      
 Grp00017(   17)____   |                                                      
 Grp00022(   22)___|___|_______                                               
 Grp00007(    7)_______       |                                               
 Grp00008(    8)___   |       |                                               
 Grp00014(   14)__|___|_______|_______________                                
 Grp00003(    3)_____                        |                                
 Grp00012(   12)____|____________            |                                
 Grp00005(    5)_               |            |                                
 Grp00019(   19)|_______________|________    |                                
 Grp00006(    6)_                       |    |                                
 Grp00015(   15)|__________             |    |                                
 Grp00013(   13)________  |             |    |                                
 Grp00024(   24)_______|__|____         |    |                                
 Grp00023(   23)________      |         |    |                                
 Grp00026(   26)_______|______|_________|____|___________                     
 Grp00009(    9)__________                              |                     
 Grp00010(   10)_________|__________                    |                     
 Grp00011(   11)________________   |                    |                     
 Grp00018(   18)_______________|___|____________________|____________________ 
 Grp00002(    2)_______                                                     | 
 Grp00021(   21)______|_______________                                      | 
 Grp00004(    4)_____________        |                                      | 
 Grp00025(   25)____________|________|_______________                       | 
 Grp00020(   20)____________________________________|_______________________| 
                |           |           |           |           |           | 
             0.0336      0.0699      0.1062      0.1424      0.1787      0.2150 
 
The dendrograma have been cut at the line level and the 26 centroides are aggregated in 12 

centroides that represents the categories or classes of the regionalization process, as follows:  

First category includes 1, 16, 17 & 22 Seventh category includes 9 & 10

Second category includes 7,8 &14 Eighth category includes 11  

Third category includes 3 & 12 Ninth category includes 18 

Forth category includes 5 & 19 Tenth category includes 2 & 21

Fifth category includes 6, 15, 13 & 24 Eleventh category includes 4 & 25

Sixth category includes 23 & 26 Twelfth category includes 20 

 

These categories are interpreted in a topographical form to produce the twelve topographic classes 

or categories that appears in figure 4.1.  

 
 
 
 

1 

3 

2 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 
9 

10

11

12
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3. Normal distribution histogram  

 
Figure (1) Normal distribution histogram of the spatial analysis for the study area as a whole, in which appears the 

distribution of the observations in graph lines and a line indicates to the expected normal distribution. 
 

4. Kruskal-Wallis test  

 
categories 

Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA by Ranks; NDVI (sta_exp) 
Independent (grouping) variable: CT_12 
Kruskal-Wallis test: H ( 11, N= 4683) =386.9936 p =0.000 

Code Valid N Sum of Ranks 

FOT 1 1156 2287957 
AZO 2 863 1768332 
CMI 3 304 841476 
SFO 4 381 858209 
PCM 5 843 1989383 
LAD 6 338 1075799 
HAD 7 214 642581 
HSS 8 107 283011 
HAU 9 100 266604 
LSC 10 206 454940 
USC 11 121 371347 
PCH 12 50 127948 

Table (1) Kruskal-Wallis test analysis, realized over a sample size of 4683, to test if the vegetation density in the different 

topographic classes belongs to the same type of population (the null hypothesis). The table shows the p is significant 

(p<10-3), so the null hypothesis was rejected. The abbreviations are always as follows: high altitude divides (HAD), upper 

stream channels (USC), low altitude divides (LAD), high altitude upper-slopes (HAU), high altitude, sun-facing steep 

upper-slopes (HSS), planar or convex midslopes (PCM), principle channels (PCH), concave midslopes (CMI), steep 

footslopes (SFO), lower stream channels (LSC), alluvial zones (AZO) and footslopes (FOT). 
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5. Test of correlation  

 
Figure (2) Correlation histogram between the four topographic variables Wetness index (WET), Specific catchment area 

(AREA), Slop angle (SLO) and Length slop factor (LSFL) and the NDVI. The histogram indicates no correlation with the 

WET whereas a positive correlation with AREA, SLO and LSFL. 

 

6. Spatial analysis for the first level  

N Max D K-S 
p 

Lilliefors 
p W p 

2935 0.066822 p < .01 p < .01 0.925085 0.000000 

Table (2) Normality test for the first level (100-800 m a.s.l.), which indicates that p is significant and the distribution is not 

normal  

 

 

 

 

 

Correlation Histigram 
sample size 4989 point

WET AREA SLO LSFL

NDVI
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Figure (3) Normality distribution histogram for the first level. The line indicates to the expected normal distribution 

whereas the graphs reveal the real distribution for the first level observations.  

 

Depend: 

NDVI 

Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA by Ranks; NDVIF (L1) 

Independent (grouping) variable: CT_12 

Kruskal-Wallis test: H (9, N= 2935) =69.03353 p =0.000 

Code Valid N Sum of Ranks 

FOT 1 884 1165049 
AZO 2 833 1255915 
CMI 3 84 155598 
SFO 4 261 372453 
PCM 5 490 742453 
LAD 6 86 142152 
HSS 8 1 1382 
LSC 10 214 322659 
USC 11 35 64757 
PCH 12 47 85749 

Table (3) Kruskal-Wallis test for the first level, in which p is significant and the null hypothesis (that the vegetation density 

in the distinct categories belong to the same population) was rejected. 
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Figure (4) Box and Whisker plots for the topographic classes that appear in the first level in relation to their median NDVI 

values.  

 
 Relief complexes 
Category of the 
Regionalization  

The Mean of 
the NDVI 

1 2 3 

FOT 0.243305 ****   
HSS 0.243795 **** **** **** 
SFO 0.248026 **** ****  
PCM 0.252925 **** **** **** 
LSC 0.258269 **** **** **** 
AZO 0.258448  **** **** 
LAD 0.268863 **** **** **** 
USC 0.281654 **** **** **** 
PCH 0.283569 **** **** **** 
CMI 0.284020   **** 

Table (4) Homogeneity analysis of the Nonparametric Tukey-type multi-comparison for the first level  

 

7. Spatial analysis for the second level  
N Max D K-S 

p 
Lilliefors 

p 
W p 

2900 0.035598 p < .01 p < .01 0.993546 0.000000 

Table (5) Values of normality tests for the second level (800-1500 m a.s.l.), all values indicates that p is significant at p< 

0.05, so the distribution is not normal  
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Figure (5) Normal distribution histogram for the second level (800-1500 m a.s.l.). The line indicates to the expected 

normal distribution whereas the graphs reveal the real distribution for the first level observations.  

 

Depend: 
NDVI 

Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA by Ranks; NDVIF (sta_sl) 
Independent (grouping) variable: CT_12 
Kruskal-Wallis test: H ( 11, N= 2900) =88.85531 p =0.000 

Code Valid N Sum of Ranks 

FOT 1 416 567995 
AZO 2 50 65275 
CMI 3 456 685229 
SFO 4 294 372413 
PCM 5 731 1005760 
LAD 6 527 849072 
HAD 7 35 60811 
HSS 8 131 213020 
HAU 9 88 98026 
LSC 10 30 48988 
USC 11 132 228597 
PCH 12 10 11264 

Table (6) Kruskal-Wallis test for the second level, in which p is significant at(p<10-3) and the null hypothesis (that the 

vegetation density in the distinct categories belong to the same population) was rejected. The abbreviations are always 

as follows: high altitude divides (HAD), upper stream channels (USC), low altitude divides (LAD), high altitude upper-

slopes (HAU), high altitude, sun-facing steep upper-slopes (HSS), planar or convex midslopes (PCM), principle channels 

(PCH), concave midslopes (CMI), steep footslopes (SFO), lower stream channels (LSC), alluvial zones (AZO) and 

footslopes (FOT). 
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Figure (6) Box and Whisker plots for the topographic classes that appear in the second level in relation to their median 

NDVI values. 

 

 Relief complexes 
Category of the 
Regionalization  

The Mean of 
the NDVI 

1 2 3 

HAU 0.279232 ****   
PCH 0.290141 **** **** **** 
SFO 0.298717 **** ****  
AZO 0.301259 **** **** **** 
FOT 0.307069 **** ****  
PCM 0.308663 **** ****  
CMI 0.319969 **** **** **** 
HSS 0.327462  **** **** 
LSC 0.328893 **** **** **** 
LAD 0.334914   **** 
USC 0.346174   **** 
HAD 0.350762  **** **** 

Table (7) The homogeneity analysis test for the second level. 
 

8. Statistical analysis for the third level (1500-2200 m a.s.l.) 
Variable  N Max D K-S 

p 
Lilliefors 

p 
W p 

N3-NDVI 1523 0.064621 p < .01 p < .01 0.983565 0.000000 

Table (8) Values of normality tests for the third level, all indicates that p is significant at p< 0.05, so the distribution is not 

normal  
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Figure (7) Normality distribution histogram for the third level. The line indicates to the expected normal distribution 

whereas the graphs reveal the real distribution for the first level observations. 

 

NDVI 

Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA by Ranks; NDVIF (sta_sl) 
Independent (grouping) variable: CT_12 
Kruskal-Wallis test: H (9, N= 1523) =83.11022 p =0.000 

Code Valid N Sum of Ranks 

AZO 2 2 342.0 
CMI 3 6 1828.5 
PCM 5 3 1943.5 
LAD 6 30 34508.5 
HAD 7 1076 860145 
HSS 8 62 37842.5 
HAU 9 302 188732.5 
LSC 10 6 3203.5 
USC 11 35 31353.0 
PCH 12 1 627.5 

Table (9) Kruskal-Wallis test for the third level, in which p is significant at (p<10-3) and the null hypothesis (that the 

vegetation density in the distinct categories belong to the same population) was rejected.. The abbreviations are always 

as follows: high altitude divides (HAD), upper stream channels (USC), low altitude divides (LAD), high altitude upper-

slopes (HAU), high altitude, sun-facing steep upper-slopes (HSS), planar or convex midslopes (PCM), principle channels 

(PCH), concave midslopes (CMI), lower stream channels (LSC) and alluvial zones (AZO).  
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Figure (8) Box and Whisker plots for the topographic classes that appear in the third level and the NDVI values. 

 

 Relief complexes 
Category of the 
Regionalization  

The mean of 
the NDVI 

1 2 3 

CMI 0.053695 **** ****  
HSS 0.056881 ****   
PCM 0.084551 **** ****  
PCH 0.092498 **** **** **** 
HAU 0.095821  ****  
AZO 0.106061 **** **** **** 
HAD 0.113798  ****  
LSC 0.160494 **** **** **** 
USC 0.166474  **** **** 
LAD 0.233978   **** 

Table (10) The homogeneity analysis test for the third level 

 

9. Data organization of the field visit  
The results of the field visit data was arranged in a group of tables, each table includes 

information describes the state of the vegetation cover in that point. The visited points represent 

the selective and intermediate categories resulted from the regionalization and the spatial analysis. 

As we mentioned earlier the aim of the field work was to validate the results obtained from the 

NDVI image values. The visited points and their related information were organized in tables as 

follows:  
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164 0.123 Matorral & annuals 25 0.501 

0.245 

0.2-0.3 

162 0.501 Olive orchard 60 
2 0.585 Field of cereals 75 

Table (11) State of vegetation cover for the footslopes category (FOT)  
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157 0.149 Matorral & annuals 20 

0.482 

0.255 

0.22-0.295 

13 0.095 Olive orchard 30 
12 0.627 Field of cereals 70 
154 0.578 Crops & forests 70 
155 0.482 Crops (olives + almonds) 40 

Table (12) State of vegetation cover for the alluvial zones category (AZO) 
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20 0.443 Matorral, crops & annuals 70 

0.413
 

0.30
 

0.245-0.370
 

24 0.169 Matorral & annuals 20 

148 0.097 Matorral & annuals 20 

146 0.593 Matorral, annuals & crops 40 

145 0.413 Crops (olives + almonds) 30 
Table (13) State of vegetation cover for the planner or convex midslopes category (PCM) 
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140 0.105 Matorral & annuals 10 

0.151 

0.26 

0.225-0.31 

32 0.151 Matorral & annuals 15 
139 0.067 Naked soils 2 
136 0.411 Crops (olives + almonds) 50 
1 0.225 Matorral & annuals 45 

Table (14) State of vegetation cover for the steep footslopes category (SFO) 

 

 

Table (15) State of vegetation cover for the concave midslopes category (CMI) 
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123 0.141 Matorral & annuals 15 0.2505 

0.33 

0.27-0.38 48 0.36 Matorral & annuals 50 

Table (16) State of vegetation cover for the low altitude divides category (LAD) 
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131 0.173 Matorral & annuals 15 

0.5445 

0.27 

0.24-0.325 

129 0.603 Matorral & crops 30 

38 0.59 Forest, matorral &Crops (olives 
+ almonds) 65 

39 0.499 Cereals 70 
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174 0.263 Matorral & annuals 25 0.333 

0.34 

0.225-0.47 114 0.403 Forest, matorral & annuals 70 

Table (17) State of vegetation cover for the high altitude divides category (HAD) 
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109 0.156 Matorral & annuals 28 0.2865 

0.30 

0.225-

0.355 

122 0.193 Matorral & annuals 28 
178 0.589 Forest, matorral & annuals 55 
106 0.38 Forest, matorral & annuals 55 

Table 18 State of vegetation cover for the high altitude, sun-facing steep upper-slopes category (HSS) 
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98 0.11 Matorral & annuals 12 

0.57 

0.265 

0.21-0.32 

57 0.57 Orchards 30 
60 0.133 Orchards 25 
96 0.578 orchards 35 
56 0.643 Orchards 50 

Table 19 State of vegetation cover for the low stream channels category (LSC) 
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69 0.236 Matorral, annuals & crops 12 0.422 

0.335 

0.25-0.40 90 0.606 
Forest, matorral, crops & 

annuals 
70 

Table 20 State of vegetation cover for the upper stream channels category (USC) 

 

10. Mann-Whitney U test  
This analysis was realized to test if the values of the field visit represent the extreme values 

of the selective and intermediate categories of the NDVI. 
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Mann-Whitney U Test (values of the selective categories of the field visit) 

Marked tests are significant at p<0.05000 
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Var. 2 29.000 26.000 11.000 0.3133 0.75402 0.31334 0.754023 5 5 0.84127 

Table (21) Mann-Whitney U test for the selective and intermediate categories in the study area, which shows that p is not 

significant (p=0.84127), so we accept the null hypothesis that the values of the selected categories of the field work 

represent the values of the same category in the image of the NDVI. So, all the data available in the questionnaire that 

we have realized (for the selective and intermediate categories) represents 95% of the terrain extreme points or value. 
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